February 15, 2022

Jennifer Bromeland
City Administrator
City of Eagle Lake
705 Parkway Avenue, PO Box 159
Eagle Lake, MN 56024
RE: Supplemental EAW for Mankato Motorsports Park
Bradford Development
Dear Ms. Bromeland,
The attached Supplemental EAW was completed to best address concerns by the State of Minnesota in
Court of Appeals A20-0952, filed April 26, 2021 by Judge Bratvold. The appeals process required a new
determination on the need for an EIS, and to use substantial evidence to determine whether the project
would have potential for significant effects on wildlife and address agency and county concerns about
the potential for cumulative effects from greenhouse gas emissions.
The appeals court outlined Section B. Alleged potential significant environmental effects, in response to
Relators who challenged the city’s analysis of noise impacts on humans, wildlife, waste storage and
disposal, land alterations, and wetlands, and Section C. Cumulative potential effects. Additional
information has been gathered and presented in the Supplemental EAW on the pages identified below.
1. Noise impact on humans
Appeals court determined that substantial evidence supports the city’s determination that the
project would comply with Minnesota noise standards because the record supports the city’s
finding that the project would account for and mitigate excessive noise and be subject to
ongoing regulatory oversite.
Not addressed in Supplemental EAW.
2. Wildlife
1) City lacks substantial evidence to support its determination that the project has no potential to
significant affect wildlife as a whole.
Addressed in Supplemental EAW pages 10 - 16.
2) The city did not address the potential harm to wildlife or the lake’s recreational value from the
project’s vehicular and human traffic or automobile exhaust fumes.
Addressed in Supplemental EAW pages 12 - 18.
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3) City lacks substantial evidence for its determination that noise from the project has no potential
to significantly affect wildlife.
Addressed in Supplemental EAW pages 12 - 18.
4) More review should address whether noise-sensitive wildlife inhabit the area and, if so, what
mitigation may be effective.
Addressed in Supplemental EAW pages 12 - 18.
3. Waste storage and disposal
Appeals court determined that because the project’s waste storage and disposal would be
subject to ongoing regulatory oversight, substantial evidence supports the city’s determination
of no potential significant environmental effects from waste storage and disposal.
Not addressed in Supplemental EAW.
4. Land alterations
Appeals court determined that substantial evidence supports the city’s determination that land
alteration lacks potential for significant environmental effects.
Not addressed in Supplemental EAW.
5. Wetlands
Appeals court determined the city has adequately addressed mitigation of the project’s impact
on wetlands because the project’s mitigation measures are specific, targeted to wetlands, and
follow best practices and existing law.
Not addressed in Supplemental EAW.
Section C. Cumulative potential effects
Appeals court determined the DNR and the county’s comments about the project’s impact on
climate change had substantive merit and required a specific response, the city’ entirely failed
to address an important aspect of the problem making its determination that the project had no
significant cumulative effects arbitrary and capricious.
Addressed in Supplemental EAW pages 20 - 23.

Sincerely,
Bolton & Menk, Inc.

Jason Femrite, P.E.
Principal Engineer
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Project Title
Mankato Motorsports Park

Proposer
Organization:

Bradford Development

Contact person:

Brad Bass

Title:

President

Address:

501 N Riverfront Dr

City, State, ZIP:

Mankato, MN 56001

Phone:

507-388-0644

Email:

autumn@hickorytech.net

RGU
Organization:

City of Eagle Lake, MN

Contact person:

Jennifer Bromeland

Title:

City Administrator

Address:

705 Parkway Avenue, PO Box 159

City, State, ZIP:

Eagle Lake, MN 56024

Phone:

507-257-3218

Email:

jbromeland@eaglelakemn.com

Reason for EAW Preparation
Required:

Discretionary:

EIS Scoping
Mandatory EAW MS 4410-4300, Subpart 36 (Land
Use Conversion)

Citizen petition
RGU discretion
Proposer initiated

Project Location
County

Blue Earth

City/Township

Eagle Lake

PLS Location (¼, ¼, Section,
Township, Range):
NE ¼, SW ¼
S ½, NE ¼
E ½, SE ¼
N ½, SE ¼
SE ¼, NW ¼

Section

October 2021

Township
7
7
7
7
7

108N
108N
108N
108N
108N

Range
25W
25W
25W
25W
25W
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Watershed (82 major watershed scale):

GPS Coordinates:

Tax Parcel Number:

Le Sueur River (32)
Using NAD 83, UTM Zones 15T and 15U (Easting, Northing) in meters:
Northeast corner 430556.459, 4891956.933
Southeast corner 430543.066, 4890779.848
(Furthest west) Southwest corner 429560.922, 4891129.551
(Furthest north) Northwest corner 429907.648, 4891964.374
R121007326003, R391007200003, R391007400006, R391007400010

In the search for an appropriate location for the motor sports park, there were two main factors – size
of the parcel and location. The parcel needed to be large enough to accommodate a three-mile-long
course with associated buildings. As this is a destination course, the location needed to be near the
Mankato Regional Airport.
The first location considered was located on the west side of CSAH 12 just southwest of the airport (PID
No. R400434200001). Although this would have been the ideal location and size, the 150-acre parcel
had several constraints. First, the southwest portion is bisected by the Canadian Pacific Railroad which
would require certain buffers for noise barriers, buildings, and road course. The second constraint are
the 30-acres of jurisdictional wetland located on the property. Most of these wetlands, 27-acres, are
intact systems with wet meadow, shallow marsh, deep marsh, and wooded components that provide
habitat for a variety of species including migrating waterfowl. Impacting these wetlands would have a
negative effect on common species found in the area. Another consideration was noise levels at this site
which is set in a rural setting with limited noise disturbance. Although CSAH 12 sees some industrial
traffic from the Hiniker Company, the highest noise disturbance come from train traffic and airplanes
using the airport. Although negligible, noise from the road course could have a discernable effect on
both wildlife and residential habitants in the area.
The preferred site which is located along US Highway 14. Highway 14 is a four-lane east west corridor
connecting Mankato to Rochester and I-35. The highway carries both private vehicular and freight
traffic, and the Canadian Pacific Railroad runs along the south side of the highway. It also receives
airport noise inputs as the main runaway flight path is over the preferred property at approximately 3miles away. With wetland impacts limited to wetlands that have been impacted by agriculture and the
already high noise levels in the area, the preferred location of the road course is a better fit than the
original location.

Project Description
a.

EQB Monitor Description

Provide the brief project summary to be published in the EQB Monitor, (approximately 50 words).
The proposed Mankato Motorsports Park will convert approximately 230 acres of agricultural land to a
3-mile track for high-performance vehicles. The Mankato Motorsports Park will construct a bituminous
track with concrete edging, run-off areas, sound walls, and berms. Other construction includes car
condos, hotel, entertainment center, a track clubhouse, and associated bituminous parking lots.
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b.

Complete Description

Give a complete description of the proposed project and related new construction, including infrastructure
needs. If the project is an expansion include a description of the existing facility. Emphasize: 1) construction,
operation methods and features that will cause physical manipulation of the environment or will produce
wastes, 2) modifications to existing equipment or industrial processes, 3) significant demolition, removal or
remodeling of existing structures, and 4) timing and duration of construction activities.

Information provided in this Supplement EAW are in response to the Appellate Court document,
attached in Appendix A.
The driving track will be open for operations approximately from April to October (when the track is free
of snow and ice), from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm. The track will not be lighted and will operate during daylight
hours only. In most cases, partial light conditions such as “dusk” or “dawn” are not favorable for driving
conditions. Lighting will be located around buildings and parking areas in accordance with the City of
Eagle Lake Ordinance Section 6.240 Landscaping and Screening, Subd. 6. Exterior Lighting: “…outdoor
lighting will provide for nighttime safety, security, and utility while reducing light pollution, light trespass,
and conserving energy. The intent is to require appropriate lighting levels, efficient (watts to lumens)
lighting sources, full cut-off lighting, and to minimize/discourage lighting glare, lighting pollution and
lighting trespass.” Following ordinance standards for lighting, there will be no flashing lights, lights will
not be projected into the sky or any private property, light sources or luminaires will not be located
within transitional areas except along pedestrian walkways within the Motorsports development.
Since the track will not be lighted, no nighttime activities will occur at or along the track. Nighttime or
after-dark activities will be limited to the indoor spaces within the Clubhouse and any activities
associated with the auto condos. The Clubhouse is located in the southern portion of the parcel, near
Highway 14 and CSAH 27, please see Figure 1 and 2, Appendix B.

c.

Project Magnitude

Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

d.

Project Purpose

Explain the project purpose; if the project will be carried out by a governmental unit, explain the
need for the project and identify its beneficiaries.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

e.

Future Development

Are future stages of this development including development on any other property planned or
likely to happen?
☐ Yes ☐ No
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If yes, briefly describe future stages, relationship to present project, timeline and plans for
environmental review.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

f.

Previous Development

Is this project a subsequent stage of an earlier project? ☐ Yes ☐ No
If yes, briefly describe the past development, timeline and any past environmental review.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Cover Types
Estimate the acreage of the site with each of the following cover types before and after
development:
Areas not developed by the track, parking areas, or buildings will be maintained. Around the entrance
and buildings turf grass will be maintained. Areas between the noise barriers and tree line along Eagle
Lake will be planted in tall grass prairie. Areas within the road course will be planted in with short grass
native pollinator grasses and forbs. The seed mixes will be chosen from the Board of Water and Soil
Resources seed mixes. The native mixes will be kept in native dominance through the development of a
vegetation maintenance plan using proven techniques such as mowing, herbicide treatments and
periodic prescribed burns. Being that these areas are within the road course property, no easement will
be placed over them as there are no future plans to expand the proposed track area.

Permits & Approvals Required
List all known local, state and federal permits, approvals, certifications and financial assistance for
the project. Include modifications of any existing permits, governmental review of plans and all
direct and indirect forms of public financial assistance including bond guarantees, Tax Increment
Financing and infrastructure. All of these final decisions are prohibited until all appropriate
environmental review has been completed. See Minnesota Rules, Chapter 4410.3100.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Land Use
a.

Existing Land Use

Description
Existing land use of the site as well as areas adjacent to and near the site, including parks, trails,
prime or unique farmlands.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Local Plans
Describe planned land use as identified in comprehensive plan (if available) and any other
applicable plan for land use, water, or resources management by a local, regional, state, or federal
agency.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Zoning
Zoning, including special districts or overlays such as shoreland, floodplain, wild and scenic rivers,
critical area, agricultural preserves, etc.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
The MnDNR approved the new Shoreland Ordinance on August 25, 2020. Appendix C contains the
approval letter from the MnDNR and documentation that occurred between the City of Eagle Lake and
the MnDNR prior to the public hearing held July 6, 2020.

b.

Project Compatibility

Discuss the project’s compatibility with nearby land uses, zoning, and plans listed in Item 9a
above, concentrating on implications for environmental effects.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

c.

Project Incompatibility

Identify measures incorporated into the proposed project to mitigate any potential incompatibility
as discussed in Item 9b above.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Geology, Soils, & Topography/Land Forms
a.

Geology

Describe the geology underlying the project area and identify and map any susceptible geologic
features such as sinkholes, shallow limestone formations, unconfined/shallow aquifers, or karst
conditions. Discuss any limitations of these features for the project and any effects the project
could have on these features. Identify any project designs or mitigation measures to address
effects to geologic features.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

b.

Soils & Topography

Describe the soils on the site, giving NRCS (SCS) classifications and descriptions, including
limitations of soils. Describe topography, any special site conditions relating to erosion potential,
soil stability or other soils limitations, such as steep slopes, highly permeable soils. Provide
estimated volume and acreage of soil excavation and/or grading. Discuss impacts from project
activities (distinguish between construction and operational activities) related to soils and
topography. Identify measures during and after project construction to address soil limitations
including stabilization, soil corrections or other measures. Erosion/sedimentation control related
to stormwater runoff should be addressed in response to Item 11.b.ii.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Water Resources
a.

Surface Water & Groundwater Features

Describe surface water and groundwater features on or near the site.

Surface Water
Describe lakes, streams, wetlands, intermittent channels, and county/judicial ditches. Include any
special designations such as public waters, trout stream/lake, wildlife lakes, migratory waterfowl
feeding/resting lake, and outstanding resource value water. Include water quality impairments or
special designations listed on the current MPCA 303d Impaired Waters List that are within 1 mile
of the project. Include DNR Public Waters Inventory number(s), if any.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Ground Water
Describe aquifers, springs, seeps. Include: 1) depth to groundwater; 2) if project is within a MDH
wellhead protection area; 3) identification of any onsite and/or nearby wells, including unique
numbers and well logs if available. If there are no wells known on site or nearby, explain the
methodology used to determine this.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

b.

Project Effects & Mitigations

Describe effects from project activities on water resources and measures to minimize or mitigate
the effects in Item b.i. through Item b.iv. below.

Wastewater
For each of the following, describe the sources, quantities and composition of all sanitary,
municipal/domestic and industrial wastewater produced or treated at the site.
1) If the wastewater discharge is to a publicly owned treatment facility, identify any
pretreatment measures and the ability of the facility to handle the added water and waste
loadings, including any effects on, or required expansion of, municipal wastewater
infrastructure.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Stormwater
Describe the quantity and quality of stormwater runoff at the site prior to and post construction.
Include the routes and receiving water bodies for runoff from the site (major downstream water
bodies as well as the immediate receiving waters). Discuss any environmental effects from
stormwater discharges. Describe stormwater pollution prevention plans including temporary and
permanent runoff controls and potential BMP site locations to manage or treat stormwater runoff.
Identify specific erosion control, sedimentation control or stabilization measures to address soil
limitations during and after project construction.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
Stormwater Controls
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Water Appropriation
Describe if the project proposes to appropriate surface or groundwater (including dewatering).
Describe the source, quantity, duration, use and purpose of the water use and if a DNR water
appropriation permit is required. Describe any well abandonment. If connecting to an existing
municipal water supply, identify the wells to be used as a water source and any effects on, or
required expansion of, municipal water infrastructure. Discuss environmental effects from water
appropriation, including an assessment of the water resources available for appropriation. Identify
any measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental effects from the water appropriation.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Surface Waters
Describe any anticipated physical effects or alterations to wetland features such as draining,
filling, permanent inundation, dredging and vegetative removal. Discuss direct and indirect
environmental effects from physical modification of wetlands, including the anticipated effects
that any proposed wetland alterations may have to the host watershed. Identify measures to
avoid (e.g., available alternatives that were considered), minimize, or mitigate environmental
effects to wetlands. Discuss whether any required compensatory wetland mitigation for
unavoidable wetland impacts will occur in the same minor or major watershed, and identify those
probable locations.
The proposed project will impact several wetlands, all Type 1 Seasonally Flooded Bains that are in
agricultural production. Mitigation of these wetlands will take place through both WCA and Section 404
guidelines using the preferred methodology of buying wetland credits from a federally approved bank.
The wetland bank will be chosen using both federal and state replacement citing guidance.
Other Surface Waters
Describe any anticipated physical effects or alterations to surface water features (lakes, streams,
ponds, intermittent channels, county/judicial ditches) such as draining, filling, permanent
inundation, dredging, diking, stream diversion, impoundment, aquatic plant removal and riparian
alteration. Discuss direct and indirect environmental effects from physical modification of water
features. Identify measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental effects to surface water
features, including in-water Best Management Practices that are proposed to avoid or minimize
turbidity/sedimentation while physically altering the water features. Discuss how the project will
change the number or type of watercraft on any water body, including current and projected
watercraft usage.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Contamination/Hazardous Materials/Wastes
a.

Pre-project Site Conditions

Describe existing contamination or potential environmental hazards on or in close proximity to the
project site such as soil or ground water contamination, abandoned dumps, closed landfills,
existing or abandoned storage tanks, and hazardous liquid or gas pipelines. Discuss any potential
environmental effects from pre-project site conditions that would be caused or exacerbated by
project construction and operation. Identify measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse
effects from existing contamination or potential environmental hazards. Include development of a
Contingency Plan or Response Action Plan.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

b.

Project Related Generation/Storage of Solid Wastes

Describe solid wastes generated/stored during construction and/or operation of the project.
Indicate method of disposal. Discuss potential environmental effects from solid waste handling,
storage and disposal. Identify measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects from the
generation/storage of solid waste including source reduction and recycling.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

c.

Project Related Use/Storage of Hazardous Materials

Describe chemicals/hazardous materials used/stored during construction and/or operation of the
project including method of storage. Indicate the number, location and size of any above or below
ground tanks to store petroleum or other materials. Discuss potential environmental effects from
accidental spill or release of hazardous materials. Identify measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate
adverse effects from the use/storage of chemicals/hazardous materials including source reduction
and recycling. Include development of a spill prevention plan.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

d.

Project Related Generation/Storage of Hazardous Wastes

Describe hazardous wastes generated/stored during construction and/or operation of the project.
Indicate method of disposal. Discuss potential environmental effects from hazardous waste
handling, storage, and disposal. Identify measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects
from the generation/storage of hazardous waste including source reduction and recycling.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Fish, Wildlife, Plant Communities, & Sensitive
Ecological Resources (Rare Features)
a.

Resources/Habitats/Vegetation

Describe fish and wildlife resources as well as habitats and vegetation on or near the site.
The project is next to South Eagle Lake, the south basin of Eagle Lake, a MnDNR Designated Wildlife
Lake. South Eagle Lake is connected to North Eagle and the entire Eagle Lake received this designation
under the authority of Minnesota Statute 97A.101, subdivision 2. The benefits of this designation are to
allow for establishment of certain surface use restrictions and most importantly, it allows for periodic,
temporary drawdown (lowering) of the lake water levels based on a management plan adopted during
the designation process. There are two primary purposes of lake drawdowns: (1) to kill undesirable fish
species through creation of low oxygen conditions, and (2) to help increase growth of important wetland
vegetation through exposure of mud flats and consolidation of sediments. While Eagle Lake was
designated as a wildlife lake in the late 1970s or early 1980s, the MnDNR has not had control of the
outlet structure to conduct lake drawdowns and it therefore has not utilized this as an active
management tool.
Designated Wildlife Lakes are surveyed by the MnDNR Shallow Lakes Programs. Surveys have been
conducted on both Eagle Lake North and South since 1953 to the present and survey summaries are
provided in Table 1. Survey data consisted of field observations on the particular day of the survey.
While methodology was not always consistent – for example, some surveys focused on vegetation only
and did not include waterfowl or other wildlife surveys that day – these surveys do provide a species
snapshot. The surveys do not provide an exhaustive list of all species that may use Eagle Lake. Although
not identified in the tables below, Eagle Lake is listed on MnDNR’s List of Infested Waters1 for Eurasian
watermilfoil and is known to also contain curly-leaf pondweed.
Table 1. Eagle Lake Survey Data
Date
Vegetation
Eagle Lake South
July 2003 Not recorded
June 2010

Not recorded

Eagle Lake North
July 1953 Narrowleaf cattail, sedge,
river bulrush, spikerush,
1

Waterfowl

Other Wildlife

Maximum
Depth (ft)

Canadian Geese,
White Pelicans
Mallard, Wood
Ducks, White
Pelicans, DoubleCrested
Cormorants, Blue
Herons

Not recorded

3

Beaver

3

None recorded

None recorded

-

MnDNR, Infested Waters List, https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/ais/infested.html.
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July 1970
July 2002

June 2011

stiff wapato, cane, giant
burread, reed canary grass,
sweet flag, hardstem
bulrush, broadleaf cattail,
sago pondweed, little white
waterlily, water milfoil,
coontail, greater
bladderwort, floatingleaf
pondweed, widgeon grass,
little yellow waterlily,
northern naiad, star
duckweed, lesser duckweed
Sago pondweed, bushy
naiad, muskgrass group
Coon tail, muskgrass group,
narrowleaf pondweed
group, northern water
milfoil, lesser duckweed,
common white waterlily,
bushy naiad, sago
pondweed, Canada
waterweed, star duckweed,
robbins’ pondweed,
common yellow waterlily
Muskgrass group, curly-leaf
pondweed, common white
waterlily, narrowleaf cattail
group, water stargrass, sago
pondweed, leafy
pondweed, common yellow
waterlily, coontail, northern
water milfoil, Canada
waterweed

None recorded

None recorded

-

Canada geese,
wood ducks, bluewinged teal,
American white
pelicans, doublecrested
cormorants, great
blue herons, ringbilled gulls, black
terns
Mallards, bluewinged teal,
American white
pelicans, doublecrested
cormorants, great
blue heron, terns

bullheads, carp

14

Bald eagle, bullhead,
minnows, fingerlings,
macroinvertebrates

14

Eagle Lake is also considered a shallow lake, with South Eagle Lake having a maximum depth of 3 feet
and North Eagle Lake having a maximum depth of 14 feet. According to Managing Minnesota’s Shallow
Lakes for Waterfowl and Wildlife (MnDNR Shallow Lakes Program Plan, December 2010), shallow lakes
provide important habitat for waterfowl, other water birds, fur-bearing mammals, amphibians, reptiles
and fish. Shallow lakes provide breeding habitats for over-water nesting species of waterfowl, who nest
in emergent vegetation. Diving ducks use these lakes for both spring and fall migration habitats.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) generates a
list of species and other resources such as critical habitat under the USFWS jurisdiction that are known
or expected to be on or near the identified project area. The IPaC screening identified two migratory
birds for the project area, the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and Lesser Yellowlegs (Tringa
flavipes). The IPaC results provide a Probability of Presence Summary on their best understanding of
when these birds are most likely to be present in the identified area. The Bald Eagle’s probability of
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presence is from January to early/mid-April, the time of year when the Mankato Motorsports Park will
likely be covered in snow. The Park will be open seasonally from April through October (weather
dependent). The Bald Eagle breeding season is from December through August. No known Bald Eagle
nests were reported within the search area during the MnDNR’s NHIS review. The Lesser Yellowlegs has
a Probably of Presence of mid-March, with less probability in April and October. No data is recorded for
most of the year, with this species primarily breeding in Northern Canada and Alaska.
As discussed in the Record of Decision, landscaping and lawn options will include berms and landscaping
options that deter wildlife from entering the track facility or grounds, such as native prairie grasses that
are known to deter geese from gathering.

b.

Rare Features

Describe rare features such as state-listed (endangered, threatened or special concern) species,
native plant communities, Minnesota County Biological Survey Sites of Biodiversity Significance,
and other sensitive ecological resources on or within close proximity to the site. Provide the license
agreement number (LA-____) and/or correspondence number (ERDB 20190147) from which the
data were obtained and attach the Natural Heritage letter from the DNR. Indicate if any additional
habitat or species survey work has been conducted within the site and describe the results.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

c.

Project Effects

Discuss how the identified fish, wildlife, plant communities, rare features and ecosystems may be
affected by the project. Include a discussion on introduction and spread of invasive species from
the project construction and operation. Separately discuss effects to known threatened and
endangered species.
Project-related construction is expected to have little effect on wildlife resources found in the project
area since the entire project is located within an existing agricultural field. Minimal tree clearing is
proposed. Construction-related activity will generate noise that may temporarily displace species
sensitive to human intrusion. Impacts can be minimized by controlling erosion and sedimentation
potentials during construction, and by ensuring re-establishment of vegetation, native plantings where
feasible, within disturbed areas.
Wildlife may be disturbed by human activity and noise associated with the proposed road course and
associated development. While very little habitat is directly altered by the project, effects on wildlife are
possible from noise generated by regular use of the site and maintenance of the facility. Additional
impacts during operations (post-construction) may include fumes from vehicles, vehicle and human
traffic, or turf lawn. Most of the wildlife species in the study area already tolerate some measure of
human activity along the project corridor, especially with the presence of the Highway 14 corridor along
the southern part of the project area and Eagle Lake.
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The nearby Eagle Lake, a designated Wildlife Lake, is managed primarily for the benefit of a wildlife
habitat. Potential impacts during operations (post-construction) may include fumes from vehicles,
vehicle and human traffic, or turf lawn. Fumes from vehicles and equipment may lead to air quality
impacts and indirect impacts on wildlife habitat. Additional information on vehicle emissions is
addressed in Section 19. Cumulative Potential Effects. Mitigation efforts for these impacts are addressed
in 13.d below.
Present distribution and behavior of wildlife represent adjustments that have occurred prior to project
development. Further adjustments may occur from increased human activity in this area of the
community. Other disturbance factors that influence species behavior could cause displacement of
some wildlife species. Some studies have shown that certain species are inherently intolerant to human
intrusion, while other species are more sensitive to noise. Some individual species could exhibit
increased stress, causing relocation/displacement or possibly increased mortality for those species less
tolerant of the disturbances.
There is the potential for noise impacts to wildlife during operations. Guidance by the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) was reviewed
although there is little published on calculating and analyzing noise effects on wildlife from non-highway
focused projects, such as privately funded and owned projects.
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA) A Guide to Noise Control in Minnesota (November
2015), identifies noise rules for Minnesota. These rules are particular to noise producing scenarios such
as vehicles (as provided in the Noise Study of the EAW), airplanes, snowmobiles, off-highway vehicles,
motorboats, mining, gun clubs, and motor vehicle racetracks. The Mankato Motorsports Park is not one
of the scenarios provided by the MPCA, however a noise study has been prepared for the Park (included
in the original EAW).
FHWA provides discussion on noise and wildlife2. The FHWA attempts to summarize the effect of road
noise on wildlife but finds that very few studies have directly addressed the impact of noise from road
traffic. Most studies focus on sonic booms or other sounds from aircrafts that are louder and more
acute. Noise studies on wildlife also focus on roadsides and do not indicate how the areas along
roadsides compare to species found at further distances from the roadway.
The closest part of the Mankato Motorsports Park facility to Eagle Lake is approximately 537 feet, noise
analysis limits for most noise studies is 500 feet from the construction limits. Eagle Lake is also adjacent
to TH 14. Noise monitoring conducted adjacent to TH 14 at Location M1 (see Figure 1 from the Noise
Study in Appendix E), showed noise levels of L10 = 72.5 dBA and L50 = 65.0. Residential threshold is
66dBA. This is representative of noise level impacts that TH 14 has on the lake. By comparison, the
projected maximum noise level impacts at the nearest part of the lake from the track is expected to be
at least 5-7 dBA less than this. This is based on the modeling results at Receptor R3 (Figure 1 in
Appendix E). Receptor R3 modeled noise levels provide a good representation of the impacts at the lake
because of its similar distance from the track. The maximum noise level impacts at the Lake should even

2

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/noise_effect_on_wildlife/effects/wild04.cfm
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be somewhat less than at R3 because the proposed barrier can be more optimally located nearer the
track.
A second study was conducted in February of 2022 to determine the increase in noise levels of the
proposed track on Eagle Lake (Appendix E). This noise analysis modeled existing data based on 2019
traffic counts versus proposed conditions based on twenty cars operating for fifty minutes per hour at
two minutes per lap during daylight hours without berms and sound walls in place. Five receptors were
modeled, three along the lake shore by the track, one in the center of the south lake and one on the
south side of the lake by TH 14. Combining the proposed track noise with existing noise, receptors 3, 4
and 5 along the lake shore show negligible increase in noise below 0.6 decibels. This level of noise
increase will not affect nesting waterfowl along the lake shore. Due to modeling constraints, the
receptor in the center of the lake cannot be provided. It can be assumed that effects of noise on the
center of the lake will be less than those on the lakeshore because of distance. The February noise
analysis shows that with track activity outside of periods of temperature inversions associated with
nighttime and early morning hours, when track activity will be taking place, noise increases are
negligible in areas of nesting and gathering. Therefore, an in-depth wildlife study would not be
warranted to this project due to noise.
Although there are no studies to indicate what specific GHG levels have negative effects on wildlife, the
increase in GHG emissions as a result of the road course is negligible and should not have negative
effects of wildlife or surrounding residences, refer to Section 19. Mankato is one of the fastest growing
communities in Minnesota. The area is seeing growth in many industries and is a retail hub for southern
Minnesota and northern Iowa. Agricultural areas between Mankato and Eagle Lake have steadily been
developed. The eastern undeveloped properties of Mankato are zoned as light industrial or highway
business district. Recent development in this area includes a 30-acre Wal-Mart Distribution Center and a
travel center that will serve the increasing freight industry in Mankato. The current growth rate and type
of industry being developed in eastern Mankato will create discernable increases in GHG emissions,
where the increase in GHG emissions from the road course are low enough that it will not be a driving
influence on current or future GHG emissions in the region.
Lighting is not anticipated to affect wildlife in or near the project area. The driving track will not be
lighted, and no lights will be located along the course of the track. Following City of Eagle Lake
Ordinance Section 6.240 Landscaping and Screening, Subd. 6. Exterior Lighting: “…outdoor lighting will
provide for nighttime safety, security, and utility while reducing light pollution, light trespass, and
conserving energy. The intent is to require appropriate lighting levels, efficient (watts to lumens) lighting
sources, full cut-off lighting, and to minimize/discourage lighting glare, lighting pollution and lighting
trespass.” Following ordinance standards for lighting, there will be no flashing lights, lights will not be
projected into the sky or any private property, light sources or luminaires will not be located within
transitional areas except along pedestrian walkways within the Motorsports development. Lighting will
be provided around buildings and parking areas of the Motorsports development. Lighting will be full
cut-off lightings, with wattage and lumens levels similar to those typically found in similar
developments.
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Studies on noise, emissions and lighting were conducted. These studies found that the proposed motor
sports facility will not increase any of these known wildlife disturbances to a level that will affect wildlife
on Eagle Lake or surrounding residences. Therefore, an in-depth wildlife study of Eagle Lake was not
conducted.
Many forms of erosion control use plastic netting that can snare or be ingested by wildlife. Many of
these plastics are considered to be photodegradable that may be shaded by native grass plantings such
as the ones proposed for this site. Blanket will be isolate to the berms. Any netting used will be made of
natural fibers. Perimeter controls will also be made of biodegradable materials.

d.

Control Measures

Identify measures that will be taken to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to fish, wildlife,
plant communities, and sensitive ecological resources.
Vehicle and human traffic from the operation will be centered around the proposed buildings and track.
The vehicle traffic and users of the track will be shrouded by the berms or earthen embankments that
will surround the track, along with the proposed noise/wildlife wall. Wildlife on Eagle Lake will not be
able to see the track. There may be limited view of the buildings however much of the line of sight
between the proposed buildings and Eagle Lake are shrouded by existing woody vegetation and shrubs
located near the lake edge, and none of this shoreline vegetation will be removed during the
construction process. Human traffic is not anticipated to be located outside of the track facilities and will
not be found on the lake side of the noise/wildlife walls. No trails are proposed for human traffic to
access Eagle Lake from the Mankato Motorsports Park.
Noise berms and other noise mitigating structures will be connected along the western side of the track,
shielding Eagle Lake South from the proposed facilities and reduce noise impacts for both wildlife and
recreational users. Sound monitoring systems will be installed in susceptible and/or high-risk locations
around the track that may identify potential concern for MPCA noise violations. The sound monitoring
systems will allow track operators to conduct daily vehicle monitoring, since any noise violations will not
be known until the vehicle is driven on the track. The track development is self-monitoring prior to the
involvement of the Sound Committee (see discussion on Sound Committee below). Cars that are
identified as outliers and are not in compliance with noise will be asked to add noise mufflers.
Mankato Motorsports Park is not operating at nighttime or during early morning hours when
temperature inversions occur. Temperature inversions can cause noise to propagate much greater
distances than normal.
A Sound Committee will be established by the City Council. The Sound Committee will monitor noise
generating activities at the track to ensure MPCA noise standards are not being violated, investigate
each reasonable complaint that MPCA standards have been or are being violated, report to the City
Council its findings of any investigation conducted by the Sound Committee of MPCA noise standard
violations, and make recommendations to the City Council for reasonable corrective action of any MPCA
noise standard violations.
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Vehicle and equipment emissions will be lessened through reducing idling times while vehicles are not
actively on the track, ensuring maintenance equipment is efficient and properly maintained. It is
anticipated fuel-efficient and/or electric vehicles will steadily increase in use as track operations
continue, thereby continuing to reduce vehicle emissions.
The surrounding vegetation, including the natural shoreline of Eagle Lake and the proposed vegetative
earthen berms that would be constructed around the perimeter of the road course, would generally
provide ample cover and suitable escape habitat for many common wildlife species in the study area.
Other leafy vegetation that is typically present throughout and surrounding the area will help to
moderate sound propagation and wildlife disturbances. Given the current habitat conditions adjoining
the existing agricultural field, there are not likely to be any species that will be affected on a population
level for this project.
Very little turf lawn will be maintained at the Mankato Motorsports Park. Turf lawn may be maintained
around the car condos, the clubhouse and parking areas, depicted as “mowable turf and/or landscaping
on Figure 1, Appendix B. Most of the grass located within the project area, and within the berms/noise
barriers, will consist of natural short grasses. Tall prairie grasses that are known to deter geese from
gathering will surround the berm/noise wall/barriers. There will be no turf lawn or short-mowable
grasses adjacent (or next) to Eagle Lake. Existing vegetation and trees will not be removed from along
the edge of Eagle Lake. See Figure 1 and 2, Appendix B.
The property owner will coordinate with MnDNR to implement options for maintaining a water control
structure at the Eagle Lake outlet to assist with drawdowns and other lake management activities. This
structure will further offer habitat mitigation.
Considering the above, the existing conditions of biodiversity, habitat and wildlife species present within
the area are not expected to change substantially as a result of this project.

Historic Properties
Describe any historic structures, archeological sites, and/or traditional cultural properties on or in
close proximity to the site. Include: 1) historic designations, 2) known artifact areas, and 3)
architectural features. Attach letter received from the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).
Discuss any anticipated effects to historic properties during project construction and operation.
Identify measures that will be taken to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to historic
properties.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Visual
Describe any scenic views or vistas on or near the project site. Describe any project related visual
effects such as vapor plumes or glare from intense lights. Discuss the potential visual effects from
the project. Identify any measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate visual effects.
While the berms will initially disrupt the rural views in the project area, they will be seeded with native
vegetation to eventually meld more with the surrounding landscape. The tree line along the eastern
edge of Eagle Lake, in addition to the berms, will help visually shield the area from recreational users at
the lake.

Air
a.

Stationary Source Emissions

Describe the type, sources, quantities and compositions of any emissions from stationary sources
such as boilers or exhaust stacks. Include any hazardous air pollutants, criteria pollutants, and any
greenhouse gases. Discuss effects to air quality including any sensitive receptors, human health or
applicable regulatory criteria. Include a discussion of any methods used assess the project’s effect
on air quality and the results of that assessment. Identify pollution control equipment and other
measures that will be taken to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects from stationary source
emissions.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

b.

Vehicle Emissions

Describe the effect of the project’s traffic generation on air emissions. Discuss the project’s vehiclerelated emissions effect on air quality. Identify measures (e.g. traffic operational improvements,
diesel idling minimization plan) that will be taken to minimize or mitigate vehicle-related
emissions.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

c.

Dust & Odors

Describe sources, characteristics, duration, quantities, and intensity of dust and odors generated
during project construction and operation. (Fugitive dust may be discussed under item 16a).
Discuss the effect of dust and odors in the vicinity of the project including nearby sensitive
receptors and quality of life. Identify measures that will be taken to minimize or mitigate the
effects of dust and odors.
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Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

Noise
Describe sources, characteristics, duration, quantities, and intensity of noise generated during
project construction and operation. Discuss the effect of noise in the vicinity of the project
including 1) existing noise levels/sources in the area, 2) nearby sensitive receptors, 3) conformance
to state noise standards, and 4) quality of life. Identify measures that will be taken to minimize or
mitigate the effects of noise.
Modeled noise from the track is within state standards when coupled with noise reduction techniques,
such as noise berm and noise walls/barriers. Noise berms are depicted on Figure 1, Appendix B, which
shows berms (also called earthen embankments) constructed along the eastern, northern, and
northwestern boundaries of the track. The berms or earthen embankments will be 10 feet tall. Noise
walls/barriers will be constructed on top of the berm, the noise wall/barrier will be 10 feet tall providing
a total noise barrier of at least 20 feet. The combination of berm and noise wall will serve to provide
greater noise abatement than even the modeled 20-foot height wall. The berms are located along the
sides of the track to minimize noise to surrounding receptors (the east, north, and northwest sides).
The gap between the berm/noise wall and buildings will be closed with a noise wall/barrier to protect
lake users and wildlife from noise and visual aspects of the park. This additional barrier will minimize
potential noise towards Eagle Lake. This 20-foot noise wall/barrier is proposed along the track facing
Eagle Lake, as identified on Figure 1, Appendix B. The 20-foot noise wall/barrier connects the
combination berm/noise wall and the proposed auto condos on the south side of the track. The auto
condos provide a noise barrier to noise on the south side of the track.
The noise compliance plan will use a combination of noise mitigation measures along with the control of
maximum noise levels, the proposed motorsports park will operate within State noise standards. All
vehicles using the motorsports park will be street legal vehicles. Sound monitoring systems will be
installed in susceptible and/or high-risk locations around the track that may produce concern for MPCA
noise violations. The sound monitoring systems will allow track operators to conduct daily monitoring of
vehicles, since any noise violations will not be known until the vehicle is driven on the track. The track
development is self-monitoring prior to the involvement of the Sound Committee. Cars that are
identified as outliers and are not in compliance with noise will be asked to add noise mufflers.
A Sound Committee will be established by the City Council to enforce MPCA noise standards. The Sound
Committee will be composed of three residents of Eagle Lake, selected by the City Council, one City Staff
Member or City Councilmember, and one representative of the developer, selected by the developer.
The Sound Committee will monitor noise generating activities at the track to ensure MPCA noise
standards are not being violated, investigate each reasonable complaint that MPCA standards have been
or are being violated, report to the Council its findings of any investigation conducted by the Sound
Committee of MPCA noise standard violations, and make recommendations to the City Council for
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reasonable corrective action of any MPCA noise standard violations. The Sound Committee Resolution is
Appendix F.

Transportation
a.

Project-Related Traffic

Describe traffic-related aspects of project construction and operation. Include: 1) existing and
proposed additional parking spaces, 2) estimated total average daily traffic generated, 3)
estimated maximum peak hour traffic generated and time of occurrence, 4) indicate source of trip
generation rates used in the estimates, and 5) availability of transit and/or other alternative
transportation modes.
1) Existing and Proposed Parking
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
2) Estimated Average Daily Traffic Generated
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
3) Estimated Maximum Peak Hour Traffic
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
4) Source of Trip Generation Rate
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
5) Availability of Transit/Alternative Transportation Modes
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

b.

Potential Congestion

Discuss the effect on traffic congestion on affected roads and describe any traffic improvements
necessary. The analysis must discuss the project’s impact on the regional transportation system. If
the peak hour traffic generated exceeds 250 vehicles or the total daily trips exceeds 2,500, a traffic
impact study must be prepared as part of the EAW. Use the format and procedures described in
the Minnesota Department of Transportation’s Access Management Manual, Chapter 5 (available
at: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/accessmanagement/resources.html) or a similar local guidance,
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.
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Cumulative Potential Effects
a.

Geographic Scales & Timeframes

Describe the geographic scales and timeframes of the project related environmental effects that
could combine with other environmental effects resulting in cumulative potential effects.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

b.

Future Projects

Describe any reasonably foreseeable future projects (for which a basis of expectation has been
laid) that may interact with environmental effects of the proposed project within the geographic
scales and timeframes identified above.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

c.

Discussion/Summary of Cumulative Potential Effects

Discuss the nature of the cumulative potential effects and summarize any other available
information relevant to determining whether there is potential for significant environmental
effects due to these cumulative effects.
While no development projects are anticipated immediately adjacent to the proposed track facility,
Greenhouse Gas may have cumulative potential effects when added with other potential project
impacts.
Vehicle emissions are known to contribute to global climate change impacts. While current MN Statutes
require greenhouse gas emissions control plans for large energy facilities3, the state has implemented a
climate action plan to address GHG emissions. Current goals are to reduce GHG emissions statewide to
30% below 2005 levels by 2025, and 80% below 2005 levels by 2050. Regional best management
practices will help the state achieve this goal and should help mitigate the potential effects of vehicle
emissions from track operations.
Global climate change results from the total accumulation of GHGs in the Earth’s atmosphere, as well as
other human-caused and natural factors. The GHG composition in the Earth’s atmosphere is changing
and causing the planet’s climate to change. The proposed project’s incremental contribution to global
GHGs cannot be translated into effects on climate change globally or regionally.

3

2020 Minnesota Statutes CHAPTER 216H. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS, https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/216H.
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In general, regional impacts from climate change may include the following effects: increased mean
annual air temperature (summer and winter warming); increased surface water temperatures; later
onset of winter and earlier onset of spring; precipitation may fall in fewer, but more intense, storms;
species adapted to cold climates may shift out of the Great Lakes basin into Canada; and aspen and
birch forests may be replaced by hardwood forests of oak and hickory. Moderate climate change may
increase agricultural yields and food production, with some regional and annual variability.
The proposed project will directly release GHG emissions and indirectly cause GHG emissions from other
related activities. Although actual GHG emissions are unknown, they can be extrapolated based on a
typical passenger car releasing approximately 4.6 metric tons of carbon dioxide annually4. This is based
on passenger vehicle driving 11,500 miles per year with a fuel economy of 22 miles per gallon. If an
estimated 373 vehicles use this track and facilities (maximum estimate identified in Section 18.
Transportation in the original EAW) for an average of 214 days, April through October for 9 hours per
day, we can extrapolate approximately 377.2 metric tons of carbon dioxide is released annually from
these operations. That is approximately equivalent to 82 typical passenger cars’ annual emissions.
In order to better understand the emissions effects of the road course on the surrounding environment,
an analysis was conducted using the 2019 traffic study conducted at the intersection of 604th Avenue
and U.S. Highway 14. As part of the study, data collection occurred in intervals of 15 minutes on August
13th, 2019 from 6:00am to 7:00pm of activity of cars and trucks going both east and westbound along
Highway 14. Using this data, the potential daily operating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at this
intersection was calculated. The traffic study did not provide certain details necessary to pinpoint GHG
emissions, such as vehicle year, diesel vs. gasoline vehicle or, articulated vs. ridged trucks. But using data
from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, it was determined that 2% of passenger vehicles are diesel,
72% of trucks are diesel and an even split between articulated and ridged trucks. This information was
used to determine the approximate number of each vehicle at the study point. Knowing the number of
each class of vehicle, the carbon monoxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) can be
estimated based on data from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Table 2 breaks down emissions
based on gathered data. Highway 14 total CO2 emissions, the most prevalent greenhouse gas, for this
area are 9.5 tons. This data does not include GHG emissions from the Canadian Pacific Railroad found on
the south side of Highway 14 or the Mankato Reginal Airport three miles to the northwest.

4

Environmental Protection Agency, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, https://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles/greenhouse-gasemissions-typical-passenger-vehicle#:~:text=typical%20passenger%20vehicle%3F,A%20typical%20passenger%20vehicle%20emits%20about%204.6%20metric%20tons%20of,8%2C887%20grams%20of%20CO2..
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Table 2 – Current GHG Emissions
Vehicle
Type
Car - Gas
Car Diesel
Truck –
Gas Rigid
Truck –
Diesel
Rigid
Truck –
Gas
Articulated
Truck –
Diesel
Articulated
Total:

Vehicle Emissions per 1-mile
CO2
CH4
CH4
CH4
Total
Total US
g/m
US ton/m
US ton
ton
5.79
0.015 0.000000017 0.00023
0.36
0.031 0.000000034 0.00003

Quantity

CO2
kg/m

13,863
729

0.38
0.45

CO2
US
ton/m
0.0004
0.0005

N2O
g/m

N2O
US ton/m

0.008
0.032

0.000000009
0.000000035

N2O
Total US
ton
0.00012
0.00003

243

0.98

0.0011

0.26

0.033

0.000000036

0.00001

0.14

0.000000154

0.00004

861

1.15

0.0013

1.09

0.005

0.000000006

0.00001

0.003

0.000000003

0.000003

243

1.45

0.0016

0.39

0.049

0.000000054

0.00001

0.124

0.00000014

0.000033

861

1.71

0.0019

1.62

0.005

0.000000006

0.00001

0.005

0.000000005

0.000005

16800

6.12

0.0068

9.51

0.138

0.000000153

0.0003

0.312

0.000000346

0.000231

With an understanding of current GHG emissions along the stretch for Highway 14 by the road course,
an analysis of the GHG emissions on the road course was completed. The operating hours for the road
course will be between 8AM and 5PM, which allows a comparison of the existing GHG emissions. The
course will run 20 cars at a time on a 3-mile course. In order to gain a conservative estimation of GHG
emissions, the analysis used 25 cars on a 3-mile window to compare to the Highway 14 vehicles based
on a 1-mile stretch. Using the same emissions data gathered from the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics, the road course is estimated to increase CO2 emissions by 0.03 U.S. tons per day, Table 3.
Table 3 – Proposed GHG Emissions
Vehicle
Type

Quantity

CO2
kg/m

Car – Gas

25

0.38

Vehicle
Type
Car - Gas

Vehicle Emissions per 1-mile
CO2
CO2
CH4
CH4
CH4
US
Total
Total US
g/m
US ton/m
ton/m US ton
ton
0.0004
0.01
0.015 0.00000002
0.0
Vehicle Emissions per 3-mile Road Course

N2O
g/m

N2O
US ton/m

0.008

0.00000001

N2O
Total US
ton
0.0000002

Quantity

CO2 Total US ton

CH4 Total US ton

N2O Total US ton

25

0.031

0.0000012

0.0000007

There are no Minnesota or National Ambient Air Quality Standards for GHGs. The assessment of GHG
emissions and climate change is extremely complex. Currently it is not possible to model the physical
impacts of global or regional climate change, such as storm frequency/intensity or temperature
increases, caused by incremental GHG emissions, such as those from the proposed project. In other
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words, while this project will contribute to climate change generally, existing scientific tools do not allow
local or state regulatory authorities to quantify the specific effects of a particular project on global or
regional climate change impacts, and therefore cannot be added cumulatively to other potential project
impacts. There is currently an absence of regulatory guidance for analyzing GHG emission impacts. If, in
the future, climate models improve in their predictive capacity or more regulatory guidance is provided,
the city will incorporate those tools into its environmental review process at that time.
At least some of these emissions may be mitigated or offset by practices that can remove carbon from
the atmosphere and sequester it. Additional practices can reduce additional indirect GHG emissions due
to energy usage and other activities. These mitigation efforts may include planting native grasses to
facilitate carbon uptake, establishing a sustainability operations plan to reduce electric and natural gas
usage, reduce vehicle idling times, and ensuring regulated emissions-control measures are established
for vehicles utilizing the track and its resources.

Other Potential Environmental Effects
If the project may cause any additional environmental effects not addressed by items 1 to 19,
describe the effects here, discuss the how the environment will be affected, and identify measures
that will be taken to minimize and mitigate these effects.
Discussions under this section was provided in the 2020 EAW. Previous comments on the 2020 EAW will
remain part of the official record.

RGU CERTIFICATION
The Environmental Quality Board will only accept SIGNED Environmental Assessment Worksheets
for public notice in the EQB Monitor.
I hereby certify that:
• The information contained in this document is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge.
• The EAW describes the complete project; there are no other projects, stages or components other
than those described in this document, which are related to the project as connected actions or
phased actions, as defined at Minnesota Rules, parts 4410.0200, subparts 9c and 60, respectively.
• Copies of this EAW are being sent to the entire EQB distribution list.

Signature ________________________________

Date _______________________________

Title ________________________________
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This opinion is nonprecedential except as provided by
Minn. R. Civ. App. P. 136.01, subd. 1(c).
STATE OF MINNESOTA
IN COURT OF APPEALS
A20-0952
In the Matter of the Determination of the Need for an Environmental Impact Statement
for the Mankato Motorsports Park.
Filed April 26, 2021
Reversed and remanded
Bratvold, Judge
City of Eagle Lake
Resolution No. 2020-21
Marshall H. Tanick, David Robbins, Meyer Njus Tanick, PA, Minneapolis, Minnesota
(for relators Citizens Against Motorsports Park, Michael Guentzel, and Erin Guentzel)
Paul D. Reuvers, Andrew A. Wolf, Iverson Reuvers Condon, Bloomington, Minnesota
(for respondent City of Eagle Lake)
Considered and decided by Bjorkman, Presiding Judge; Segal, Chief Judge; and
Bratvold, Judge.
NONPRECEDENTIAL OPINION
BRATVOLD, Judge
In this certiorari appeal, relators challenge respondent’s decision not to require an
environmental impact statement (EIS) for a proposed motorsports park that includes a
seasonal driving track (the project). Relators argue the respondent’s determination that the
project would not have the potential for significant environmental effects is arbitrary and
capricious and unsupported by substantial evidence. We conclude that substantial evidence
supports the respondent’s determination that an EIS need not address noise impacts on

humans, waste storage and disposal, land alterations, and wetlands. But because the
respondent did not rely on substantial evidence to determine whether the project would
have the potential for significant effects on wildlife and failed to address agency and county
concerns about the potential for cumulative effects from greenhouse gas emissions, we
reverse and remand for a new determination on the need for an EIS.
FACTS
Respondent Bradford Development Group Inc. (Bradford) proposes to construct the
Mankato Motorsports Park in the City of Eagle Lake. 1 Respondent City of Eagle Lake (the
city) is the responsible government unit (RGU) charged with determining what
environmental review is required for the project. The project would be in Blue Earth
County, within the city, and situated near the southeastern shore of Eagle Lake. On its
southern side, the project would abut U.S. Route 14, a four-lane divided freeway with a 65
mile-per-hour speed limit.
The project would include a three-mile driving track, a track clubhouse, 96 car
condos, 2 a restaurant, a 70-unit hotel, a golf course, and related parking lots. As described
in the Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW): “The track is intended for individuals
to drive at their desired pace in order to experience the optimal performance of their
automobiles.” The track would “be available for public participation for driving events,

1

Bradford did not file a brief with this court.

The EAW states that car condos are multi-unit “seasonable living areas” that include a
garage. The city’s findings clarify that the car condos are not residences, but provide
storage for cars, along with amenities for car owners.
2

2

including performance driving schools, teen driving school, and exotic car rentals.” The
track would be a private club for members, and people could purchase car condos or
“purchase membership as non-condo owners” to use the track.
Because the project would convert 230 acres of land from agricultural to industrial
use, it required an EAW. The city, as the RGU, is tasked with complying with the EAW
processes and hired Bolton & Menk Inc. to prepare an EAW for the project.
The project’s EAW was published in the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) 3
Monitor on March 2, 2020. The 30-day public-comment period ran from March 2 to
April 1, 2020, during which time the city received 17 comments from the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA), the Minnesota Department of Transportation (DOT), the Blue Earth County (the
county) Public Works Department (Public Works), the county Property and Environmental
Resources Department (Environmental Resources), and 13 members of the public.
Relators’ arguments on appeal echo some of the comments received. For example,
the DNR commented and made recommendations on the project’s potential environmental
effects on Eagle Lake as a “designated wildlife lake,” on stormwater management and land
alterations, and on climate change. The MPCA commented on potential environmental
effects involving noise, particularly on residents in nearby properties. Public Works

The EQB consists of nine agency heads and eight public members and is charged with
“review[ing] programs of state agencies that significantly affect the environment and
coordinat[ing] those it determines are interdepartmental in nature, and ensur[ing] agency
compliance with state environmental policy.” Minn. Stat. § 116C.04, subd. 2(b) (2020).
Once an EAW is complete, it must be published in the EQB Monitor for public comment.
Minn. R. 4410.1600 (2019).

3

3

commented that the EAW failed to consider the effect of noise on the “high recreational
value associated with the adjacent wildlife and fishing areas of Eagle Lake” and warned
that the “natural resource will be detrimentally impacted by this project.” Environmental
Resources commented on the EAW’s failure to discuss potential environmental effects on
wildlife, waste storage and disposal, land alteration, vehicle emissions, and the cumulative
potential impact of climate change.
After the April 1 public-comment deadline, the city consulted with a third-party
reviewer, Houston Engineering Inc., and determined it had insufficient information to
make an EIS determination. At a special city council meeting on April 30, 2020, the city
extended the EIS decision deadline to May 28 “to develop additional information to
adequately answer substantive comments raised during the EAW review period.” The city
decided it required more information on the “project description, noise mitigation, land
use, stormwater management, and fish and wildlife.”
The city released proposed findings of fact and responses to the EAW comments 24
hours before a May 28, 2020, city council meeting. The city’s findings of fact made three
corrections to the project described in the EAW: the project would have 104 car condo
units in 11 buildings, Bradford would close “gaps” in the noise-abatement structures, and
the city would establish a “Sound Committee . . . to enforce MPCA noise standards.” The
city’s responses to EAW comments also explained that the “hotel and golf entertainment
center are no longer being considered as part of this development.”
At the May 28 city council meeting, Houston Engineering explained that it reviewed
the EAW, its comments, and the city’s responses and “concluded that an EIS is not
4

needed.” Some nearby residents urged the city council to require an EIS; these residents
later formed relator Citizens Against Motorsports Park (CAMP). 4 The city council decided
by a four-to-one vote that the project did not have the potential for significant
environmental effects, so no EIS was necessary. The city council approved detailed
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and a resolution (findings), spanning 65 pages, and its
decision was later published in the EQB Monitor.
Relators sought this court’s review by petitioning for a writ of certiorari.
DECISION
The city’s negative EIS declaration is not reasonable and is unsupported by
substantial evidence.
A reviewing court defers to the RGU’s decisions unless “they reflect an error of law,
the findings are arbitrary and capricious, or the findings are unsupported by substantial
evidence.” Citizens Advocating Responsible Dev. v. Kandiyohi Cty. Bd. of Comm’rs
(CARD), 713 N.W.2d 817, 832 (Minn. 2006). Substantial evidence is evidence that a
reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion. Id. A decision is
considered arbitrary and capricious if it is “based on factors that the legislature did not
intend”; “entirely fails to address an important aspect of the problem”; “offers an
explanation that is counter to the evidence”; or is “so implausible that it could not be
explained as a difference in view or the result of the RGU’s decision-making expertise.”
Friends of Twin Lakes v. City of Roseville, 764 N.W.2d 378, 381 (Minn. App. 2009); see
also Trout Unlimited, Inc. v. Minn. Dep’t of Agric., 528 N.W.2d 903, 907 (Minn. App.

4

CAMP includes relators Michael Guentzel and Erin Guentzel.
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1995), review denied (Minn. Apr. 27, 1995). The party challenging an RGU’s decision “has
the burden of proving that its findings are unsupported by the evidence as a whole.” Friends
of Twin Lakes, 764 N.W.2d at 381.
In other words, if the RGU’s decision “represents its will, rather than its judgment,
the decision is arbitrary and capricious.” Pope Cty. Mothers v. Minn. Pollution Control
Agency, 594 N.W.2d 233, 236 (Minn. App. 1999). “Our role when reviewing agency action
is to determine whether the agency has taken a hard look at the problems involved, and
whether it has genuinely engaged in reasoned decision-making.” CARD, 713 N.W.2d at
832 (quotations omitted).
We begin by summarizing Minnesota’s environmental-review process. Second, we
address the city’s decision not to require an EIS, given the five areas that relators contend
pose potential significant environmental effects. Third, we consider relators’ challenge to
the project’s cumulative potential effects. Finally, we consider relators’ argument that the
city’s environmental assessment procedure was improper.
A.

Overview of environmental-review process

An EAW is required for projects that may convert 80 or more acres of agricultural
land to a different use. Minn. R. 4410.4300, subp. 36 (2019). An EAW is “a brief document
which is designed to set out the basic facts necessary to determine whether an
environmental impact statement is required” for a proposed project. Minn. Stat. § 116D.04,
subd. 1a(c) (2020).
In contrast, an EIS is a more “exhaustive environmental review” than an EAW, and
“the party proposing the project must conduct [the EIS] at its own expense.” CARD,
6

713 N.W.2d at 824. An EIS provides “information for governmental units, the proposer of
the project, and other persons to evaluate proposed projects. . . , to consider alternatives to
the proposed projects, and to explore methods for reducing adverse environmental effects.”
Minn. R. 4410.2000, subp. 1 (2019). A project requires a detailed EIS if it has the
“potential for significant environmental effects.” Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subd. 2a(a)
(2020).
The EQB has promulgated four criteria that an RGU must consider when
determining whether a proposed project has the potential for significant environmental
effects: (1) the “type, extent, and reversibility of environmental effects”; (2) the
“cumulative potential effects” of the project; (3) “the extent to which the environmental
effects are subject to mitigation by ongoing public regulatory authority”; and (4) “the
extent to which environmental effects can be anticipated and controlled as a result of other
available environmental studies . . . including other EISs.” Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 7
(2019). The RGU must consider and balance all criteria when making its EIS decision. See
CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 825.
Here, the city’s findings led it to ultimately conclude that the project does not have
the potential for significant environmental effects because: (1) “all potential environmental
effects resulting from the project will be minor in type, extent, or are reversible”; (2) the
“current EAW project and the potential future commercial development on the site has
considered potential impacts for the project, therefore there are no known cumulative
impacts”; (3) the project would “be subject to various ongoing approval and permitting
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authorities”; and (4) the determination of “reversibility incorporates environmental
commitment and mitigation” into the project.
B.

Alleged potential significant environmental effects

Relators argue that the city’s negative EIS declaration is unreasonable, arbitrary,
capricious, and unsupported by substantial evidence; they challenge the city’s analysis of
noise impacts on humans, wildlife, waste storage and disposal, land alterations, and
wetlands. We address each area raised in relators’ brief.
1.

Noise impact on humans

Relators argue the project’s noise levels would significantly disrupt “quietude” and
affect nearby residents. The city argues that substantial evidence supports its determination
that the project would comply with Minnesota noise standards.
“Quietude” is a statutorily protected natural resource. Minn. Stat. § 116B.02,
subd. 4 (2020); see Minn. Pub. Interest Research Grp. v. White Bear Rod & Gun Club,
257 N.W.2d 762, 770, 780 (Minn. 1977) (explaining that legislature established quietude
“as a protectable natural resource” and that noise may pollute, impair, or destroy “the
natural resources of the area”). Like other significant environmental effects, noise may be
mitigated by, among other things, a showing that “regulatory oversight is a proper means
of preventing significant environmental effects before they occur.” In re Env’t Impact
Statement, 849 N.W.2d 71, 81 (Minn. App. 2014) (discussing noise pollution from traffic);
see also Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 7.C. (mandating a review of “the extent to which the
environmental effects are subject to mitigation by ongoing public regulatory authority”).
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As part of the EAW, SBP Associates Inc., completed a noise-impact analysis using
the MINNOISEV31 model (developed by the DOT). Noise levels were monitored at three
locations within the study area. The city’s findings relied on the SBP study and stated that
the project could operate in compliance with Minnesota noise standards. Recognizing that
particular vehicles may exceed expected levels, the city’s findings cited Bradford’s
agreement to implement a Track Noise Impact Compliance Plan, which would include
“quickly-mountable muffler systems,” a policy that “non-compliant vehicles will not be
allowed at track events,” and sound monitoring systems around the track.
The city’s findings also noted two changes to the project that were adopted after the
comment period: (1) a new Eagle Lake Sound Committee would monitor, investigate, and
enforce track compliance with MPCA noise standards; and (2) Bradford agreed to “close
the gap in noise abatement structures on the western side of the facility to protect lake users
and wildlife from noise and visual aspects of the track.”
Relators make three arguments, which we discuss in turn. 5
First, relators argue that “[p]rojected noise from the Project would reach nearly 110
decibels—nearly equivalent to a raucous rock concert.” As the city points out, relators rely
on the SBP study, which used data collected from the Brainerd International Raceway
(BIR) to validate the methodology, but did not determine that projected noise from the

Below, in section B.2. of this opinion, we discuss relators’ fourth argument about the
effect of noise on wildlife and recreation.
5

9

track would reach 110 decibels. 6 Thus, relators’ argument incorrectly relies on data that
was used to validate methodology and cites no basis for extrapolating that data into a noise
projection for the project. The SBP study actually determined that “[t]he impact analysis
indicates that, given the proposed berms, barriers, buildings, the track impacts can be in
compliance with Minnesota noise standards given the emission levels of most of the
vehicles that are expected to operate at the track.”
Second, relators argue that the “MPCA noted additional concerns for excessive
noise near the proposed car condos and hotel.” But the city’s findings explain that the
MPCA concerns “were submitted before the Proposer ‘had a discussion with the MPCA
regarding this response’ and the ‘MPCA confirmed that the car condos are not residential
units and could be constructed to appropriately mitigate sound.’” The record supports the
city’s findings.
Third, relators argue that “governmental entities expressed serious reservations”
about the effects of noise and “the project developer’s plan to mitigate noise,” and that the
“EAW’s suggestion that those effects could be minimized is misleading.” For support,
relators explain that the MPCA commented that “the Project proposer should have given

The SBP study found the data gathered during the project’s monitoring and the data from
the MINNOISEV31 model were within 2.5 A-weighted decibels (dBA) of the measured
results at the BIR. “[A]n adjustment, or weighting, of the high- and low-pitched sounds is
made to approximate the way that an average person hears sounds. The weighted sound
levels are stated in units of ‘A-weighted decibels.’” According to SBP, “Results of roadway
noise models that are within 3 dBA of the measured data are normally considered to be in
good agreement.” In other words, SBP concluded that the noise-modeling methodology is
accurate.
6
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attention to possible mitigation techniques for the existing apartment buildings . . . to
prevent further exceedance of the state noise standards.”
Based on our review of the record, relators misconstrue the MPCA’s comments and
overlook mitigation measures and regulatory oversight of noise at the track. Relators are
correct that the MPCA reviewed SBP’s noise analysis and determined modeling showed
that physical barriers and constraints on track use “would allow for noise to meet the state
standards.” The MPCA pointed out that “the monitored noise already exceeds the state
noise standards” and that U.S. Route 14 “traffic is identified as the primary source of
noise.” Based on the MPCA comments, the city’s findings concluded that the anticipated
noise-level changes “are below the threshold of perceptibility.” Still, the MPCA raised
concerns that the proposed noise-mitigation plan “does not address any triggers for testing
vehicle noise, an explicit enforcement mechanism, or a way for the City of Eagle Lake to
hold the developer accountable to their noise mitigation plan.”
But relators overlook that the MPCA’s comments on noise were generally favorable
and were made before two key changes to the project: Bradford’s proposal to close the gap
on the noise-abatement structures and the city’s decision to implement a “Sound Review
Committee” to address any ongoing public complaints and enforce MPCA noise
standards. 7 Thus, we conclude that substantial evidence supports the city’s determination

The city’s resolution states, “The committee shall be composed of 5 members: 3 residents
of the City of Eagle Lake selected by the City Council; 1 city staff member or city council
member selected by the City Council; and 1 representative of the Developer.” The
committee must “monitor noise generating activities at the Track to [e]nsure” MPCA noise
standard compliance, investigate noise complaints, report its findings to the city council,
and make recommendations “for reasonable corrective action.” The resolution also

7
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that the project would comply with Minnesota noise standards because the record supports
the city’s finding that the project would account for and mitigate excessive noise and be
subject to ongoing regulatory oversite.
2.

Wildlife

Relators argue the project has the potential to harm wildlife around Eagle Lake. The
city disagrees, relying on the DNR’s Natural Heritage Information System (NHIS) and the
SBP noise studies. The city also contends that relators’ claims amount to “[b]ald assertions
and unsupported speculation.”
An RGU “cannot be compelled to prepare an EIS on the basis of speculative
factors.” Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874,
881 (Minn. App. 1995). Indeed, “unsupported fears do not require a full-blown
investigation.” CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 833. Relators must show that “the findings of the
[RGU] are not supported by the evidence in the record, considered in its entirety.” Id.
(quotation omitted); see also White v. Minn. Dep’t of Nat. Res., 567 N.W.2d 724, 734
(Minn. App. 1997).
As part of the EAW, the DNR conducted a “Natural Heritage Review” of the project,
which at the time was proposed for a different location. The NHIS is a “collection of
databases that contains information about Minnesota’s rare natural features” and is

provides that “[t]he Developer shall reimburse the City for its reasonable, necessary and
documented costs . . . including reimbursement to the City for the City Attorney’s time
and . . . for the time of an acoustics professional retained for the purpose of assisting the
City in resolving any noise disputes with the Project Developer” and “[t]he Committee is
accountable to the City Council.” The resolution includes a process for dispute resolution
and mediation, the costs of which “shall be paid by Developer.”
12

continually updated. The DNR’s review letter stated that the author did “not believe the
proposed project will negatively affect any known occurrences of rare features.” The DNR
reissued the Natural Heritage letter in 2020 for the project’s current location.
During the comment period, however, the DNR, Public Works, and Environmental
Resources questioned the project’s potential effects on wildlife. The DNR commented that
the EAW failed to mention that Eagle Lake is “a designated wildlife lake.” A “designated
wildlife lake” means that “the highest value of this lake is that it be managed for wildlife
and wildlife habitat.” The DNR explained this designation “is significant because very few
lakes in Minnesota have been so designated.” The DNR also stated that Eagle Lake’s value
as a wildlife lake “would be damaged by the proposed project, which would generate noise,
heavy vehicular and human traffic, automobile exhaust fumes, and the creation . . . of turf
lawn.” (Emphasis added.) The DNR commented that the project “has significant potential
to disturb waterfowl.” Finally, the DNR explained that SBP’s noise analysis “only
addresses the possible impacts of noise on people but does not take the needs of wildlife
into consideration.”
Public Works commented that the EAW failed to consider the effect of noise on the
“high recreational value associated with the adjacent wildlife and fishing areas of Eagle
Lake” and warned that this “natural resource will be detrimentally impacted by this
project.” Environmental Resources also commented that “Eagle Lake is classified as a
Natural Environment Lake.” Natural Environment Lakes are “generally small, often
shallow lakes with limited capacities for assimilating the impacts of development.” Minn.
R. 6120.3000, subp. 1a. A (2019).
13

The DNR also recommended how the project should address its wildlife concerns.
The DNR recommended that Bradford “limit organized events for times when waterfowl
are not present, and [should] prohibit or limit use during times when wildlife are using the
lake for significant seasonal activities, such as migration staging or nesting.” The DNR
also recommended “this plan be amended to also monitor noise on the shore of and on the
water of the lake to determine noise impacts to wildlife.”
The city’s findings relied on the DNR’s Natural Heritage Review letter and stated:
“It is unlikely that there is noise-sensitive wildlife near and on Eagle Lake [that] will be
significantly impacted by the proposed project.” The city’s findings explained that U.S.
Route 14 “borders the south end of the lake, and traffic from this roadway currently impacts
the noise levels on and near that Lake.” The city’s findings concluded, “[I]t can be expected
that the entire Lake frequently experiences elevated noise levels, making it unlikely that it
is an important area for noise-sensitive wildlife.” In response to comments about Eagle
Lake’s designation as a Natural Environment Lake, the city stated, “The appropriate
protections will be recognized as this project is designed and constructed.”
Relators argue, “Given the presence of abundant wildlife . . . there can be no doubt
that the Project has the potential to substantially impair Eagle Lake’s unique ecosystem.”
The city disagrees and makes its argument in four parts; we address each in turn.
First, the city argues that the DNR’s Natural Heritage Review supports its findings
that the project would not significantly affect wildlife. Relators correctly point out that the
DNR’s Natural Heritage Review is limited because it only has “data on Minnesota’s rare
or otherwise significant species, native plant communities, and other natural features.”
14

According to the DNR, the NHIS “is not an exhaustive inventory,” and “[t]he Natural
Heritage Review does not constitute review or approval by the [DNR] as a whole. Instead,
it identifies issues regarding known occurrences of rare features.”
Given the Natural Heritage Review’s focus on “rare or otherwise significant
species,” we conclude that the city lacks substantial evidence to support its determination
that the project has no potential to significantly affect wildlife as a whole. As relators point
out, the record contains no evidence about the project’s effect on wildlife because there
was no attempt to identify, survey, or catalog the wildlife in the project area. 8
Second, the city argues that relators’ claims about wildlife are unsubstantiated
because “the record . . . contains no such warning from the DNR or otherwise.” We
disagree. The DNR commented that Eagle Lake’s value as a “designated wildlife lake” in
fact “would be damaged by the proposed project, which would generate noise, heavy
vehicular and human traffic, automobile exhaust fumes, and the creation . . . of turf lawn.”
(Emphasis added.) Public Works and Environmental Resources made similar comments.
While the city responded to some of the noise concerns by pointing to the SBP study, that
study was limited to noise impact on humans. The city did not address the potential harm
to wildlife or the lake’s recreational value from the project’s vehicular and human traffic
or automobile exhaust fumes, even though the DNR and the county identified these harms.

Environmental Resources noted that the EAW “does not ‘describe fish and wildlife
resources as well as habitats and vegetation on or near the site’” (quoting EAW Guidance),
and asked whether there was a study of bird populations that the project may affect. The
city responded, without discussion: “Comment noted and taken into consideration.”

8
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Third, the city argues that “the record contains unsupported speculation regarding
the effects of noise from the project . . . on wildlife in and around Eagle Lake.” Yet the
city’s own findings in response to comments on this project acknowledge that “there are
studies that indicate roadway noise can have negative impacts on certain wildlife species,
including migratory birds.” While the record here includes no study of the project’s noise
impact on wildlife, despite the DNR’s request for such a study, the city concluded “it is
unlikely that such noise-sensitive wildlife will be impacted by the proposed facility.” We
conclude that the city lacks substantial evidence for its determination that noise from the
project has no potential to significantly affect wildlife.
Fourth, the city argues that the project’s noise-mitigation measures would
ameliorate the project’s noise impact on wildlife. “[T]o the extent any noise-sensitive
wildlife inhabit the area, the Proposer agreed to ‘close the gap in noise-abatement structures
on the western side of the facility to protect lake users and wildlife from noise.” While the
city may be correct, more review should address whether noise-sensitive wildlife inhabit
the area and, if so, what mitigation may be effective. Here, the city relied on SBP’s study
about the effect of noise on people as measured from residential areas. As the DNR
recommended, the record should consider data on “noise on the shore of and on the water
of the lake to determine noise impacts to wildlife,” as well as consider use restraints on the
track during important wildlife seasonal activities.
For the reasons discussed, we conclude that substantial evidence does not support
the city’s determination that the project has no potential to significantly affect wildlife.
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3.

Waste storage and disposal

Relators argue that the EAW failed to address the project’s storage and disposal of
solid waste, as well as the use and storage of hazardous materials. The city responds that
the “uncontroverted record evidence confirms the project will comply with all applicable
rules regarding solid waste handling.”
Like our discussion of noise impacts, regulatory oversight may affect our analysis
of waste storage and disposal. “[C]aselaw supports the use of pre-existing regulatory
oversight as a means of preventing significant environmental effects before they occur.”
Friends of Twin Lakes, 764 N.W.2d at 382; see, e.g., Watab Twp. Citizen All. v. Benton
Cty. Bd. of Comm’rs, 728 N.W.2d 82, 92, 94 (Minn. App. 2007) (when a “project will
require an NPDES permit from the MPCA and the waste-water discharge is subject to
ongoing regulatory review,” a determination of no significant impact is supported by
substantial evidence). An RGU must consider “the extent to which the environmental
effects are subject to mitigation by ongoing public regulatory authority.” Minn.
R. 4410.1700, subp. 7.C.
Relators argue that “the waste that is anticipated to emanate from the facility is of
concern” and that the EAW lacks information “related to the ‘use and storage of hazardous
materials during operations . . . like ‘diesel fuels and cleaners.’” The city correctly points
out, however, that the record identifies specific and ongoing regulatory oversight to address
these concerns.
Following the comment period, the city’s findings stated, “[t]he proposed
motorsports park will follow the rules as set forth by the [MPCA] for the handling of solid
17

waste.” The city also found, “A third-party partner will be employed to provide and service
itemized disposal containers and for the disposal of automotive fluids, in compliance with
MN Statute 115A.916.” The project would “follow the MPCA’s National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit and will have a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan” reviewed by the MPCA as part of the NPDES permit.
The city also argues, citing the administrative record, that hazardous waste,
including fuel, “stored on site will be contained in above ground storage tanks. Above
ground storage tanks will be in compliance with MN Rules 7151.5300 and
7151.5400. . . . Tanks will be protected from corrosion following ways outlined in MN
Rule 7151.5600.” The city further responds that floor drains in the car condos would
“adhere to the guidance of Minnesota Administrative Rules, Chapter 4714, Plumbing
Code, Part 4714.0418.7.”
Because the project’s waste storage and disposal would be subject to ongoing
regulatory oversight, substantial evidence supports the city’s determination of no potential
significant environmental effects from waste storage and disposal.
4.

Land alterations

Relators argue that the city did not adequately address whether and how much land
excavation, grading, and stormwater runoff has the potential to cause significant
environmental effects. The city contends that “to the extent the project requires grading or
land alteration, the Proposer will need to apply for and receive a grading permit,” so this
too is subject to ongoing regulatory oversight. As addressed above, an RGU may
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“permissibly rel[y] on existing regulatory oversight to prevent significant environmental
impact before it occur[s].” Friends of Twin Lakes, 764 N.W.2d at 383.
The parties dispute the extent to which the project requires land alterations. The
EAW and the city’s findings described the project area as “largely flat.” Relators disagree
and argue there are “steep-slopes” that require excavation. 9 Even if we were to conclude
that this amounts to a factual dispute, it does not affect our analysis of relators’ argument.
Because completion of the project would require grading plans and permits, we conclude
that the city reasonably relied on existing regulatory oversight when determining whether
an EIS is required for land alterations.
As Environmental Resources commented, “Grading plans are needed in the EAW
to evaluate potential environmental impacts from stormwater runoff and drainage to
wetlands and surface waters.” The city’s findings agreed that a grading permit is required
and “[a]s the project moves forward a detailed grading plan will be prepared.” Additionally,
the city’s findings stated, “The City of Eagle Lake and the MPCA will be able to review
the Grading Plan before their permits are secured.”
In response to commenters’ concerns about stormwater runoff and drainage, the
city’s findings stated that the project would have a full stormwater management system.
“The system will be designed to at least meet the [MPCA] design standards with reference

Relators cite no record evidence to support their claim. The city argues that “no slopes
exceed 10 percent,” and a “steep slope” is 12 to 18 percent measured over a distance equal
to or greater than 50 feet.
9
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to the Minnesota Stormwater Manual, it will also adhere to the City of Eagle Lake’s MS4
requirements.”
Because grading and stormwater runoff at the project would comply with permitting
and review by agencies and local government units, substantial evidence supports the city’s
determination that land alteration lacks potential for significant environmental effects.
5.

Wetlands

Relators argue that the project would eliminate some wetlands and that the city
failed to meet mitigation standards because “five acres of wetlands will be removed and
will not be replaced within the Eagle Lake watershed.” The city argues that it would
mitigate any negative effect on wetlands “through process made available by the Minnesota
Wetland Conservation Act and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act” and that no evidence
suggests “harmful environmental effects will result from the simple fact these replacement
wetlands might not be located near Eagle Lake.”
An RGU may consider mitigation measures to offset potential environmental
effects, but “may reasonably do so only if those measures are specific, targeted, and are
certain to be able to mitigate the environmental effects. The RGU must have some concrete
idea of what problems may arise and how they may specifically be addressed by ongoing
regulatory authority.” CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 835 (emphasis added). Mitigation measures
are reasonable where the RGU “outlined the specific mitigation measures” to address
specific concerns, and “evaluated the status of those measures” against similar measures
undertaken elsewhere. Nat’l Audubon Soc. v. Minn. Pollution Control Agency, 569 N.W.2d
211, 217 (Minn. App. 1997).
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Relators argue that the city’s proposal to replace wetlands “fails to meet the
mitigation standard” because no analysis determined how the loss of wetlands “will impact
the biodiversity of Eagle Lake or the water quality of the lake.” The city responds that the
EAW showed that the only plant communities present in the wetlands were recently planted
soybeans or corn, and that “[t]o the extent these farmed wetlands do presently drain into
Eagle Lake, they are a degrading feature due to the chemical runoff.”
The city also argues that the Joint Permit Application, under the Minnesota Wetland
Conservation Act (WCA), requires an analysis of wetlands replacement and that Bradford
would replace all wetlands removed by the project at a 2:1 ratio. Relators criticize this
approach because the replacement wetlands are not in the Eagle Lake watershed. But the
city responds that the replacement plan follows state and federal laws and guidelines. 10 We
conclude that the city has adequately addressed mitigation of the project’s impact on
wetlands because the project’s mitigation measures are specific, targeted to wetlands, and
follow best practices and existing law.
C.

Cumulative potential effects

Relators argue that “[e]ven if these effects on noise, waste, and degradation of
wildlife

and

waterfowl

and

other

features

are

considered

insubstantial

in

themselves, . . . they must be viewed in the context of their totality.” The city contends that

As the city explained in its findings: “Sequencing for replacement credits of wetlands
will follow WCA and Section 404 [of the Clean Water Act] guidelines. Replacement
wetlands must and will meet the siting criteria of state WCA and federal Clean Water Act
(CWA), as part of the permit. On-site mitigation has been shown to be costly and does not
have as high of a success rate as state and federally approved wetland banks, and purchase
of credits is favored by the Army Corps over on-site mitigation.”
10
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the record supports its decision that the project will not have cumulative potential effects
on the environment.
Minn. R. 4410.0200, subp. 11a (2019), defines “cumulative potential effects” as
environmental impacts resulting from “incremental effects of a project in addition to other
projects in the environmentally relevant area” that could affect the same resources. This
criteria is meant “to put the proposed project into context. The criteria aims to determine
whether the project, which may not individually have the potential to cause significant
environmental effects, could have a significant effect” when other existing or future
projects are considered. CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 829.
In part, relators argue generally about the project’s cumulative effects, but cite no
record evidence about cumulative effects. Instead, they repeat points already addressed
above. Relators’ argument about climate change, however, finds support in the
administrative record. See Watab, 728 N.W.2d at 93-94 (explaining that our review focuses
on the facts in the record and the correct application of the law).
Relators contend that the project implicates climate change, a cumulative potential
effect, but that the city’s findings ignore climate change. Significantly, the DNR
commented on the project’s potential to contribute to climate change:
[C]ontributions of the project to global climate change are not
discussed in Section 19 (Cumulative Potential Effects). Both
construction and ongoing use of the proposed project
(recreational driving of high performance vehicles) would
generate additional greenhouse gases, thereby contributing to
global climate change. This is a cumulative potential effect that
should be addressed.
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Relators are correct that neither the EAW nor the city’s findings on the project address the
project’s potential to contribute to climate change. Environmental Resources also
commented, “What is the carbon footprint of the proposed motorsports park?” The city
responded, “The carbon footprint of the vehicles is no different as if they were being driven
on public roadways.”
Under Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 4 (2019), “[t]he record must include specific
responses to all substantive and timely comments on the EAW.” The DNR and county’s
comments were timely; and this court has considered agency comments on climate change
to be substantive, warranting a response. See In re Enbridge Energy, Ltd. P’ship,
930 N.W.2d 12, 21 (Minn. App. 2019).
Two previous cases instruct our analysis. In Enbridge Energy, this court recognized
that recent federal decisions have held that an environmental review “must address impacts
of [greenhouse-gas or] GHG emissions.” Id. at 29 (considering whether EIS reasonably
addressed GHG emissions). Relators argued an EIS did not adequately analyze the effects
of greenhouse-gas emissions. Id. We disagreed because the EIS “address[ed] the impact of
the project on GHG emissions,” including downstream emissions, market forecasts,
life-cycle GHG emissions, and social costs. Id. 11
Similarly, in Pope Cty. Mothers, this court considered the MPCA’s failure to
address air emissions from a proposed feedlot when deciding not to require an EIS.

While Enbridge Energy involved an EIS and not a negative declaration on the need for
an EIS, we find its analysis instructive as to whether comments on climate change are
substantive, warranting a response.
11
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594 N.W.2d at 235. The MPCA responded to comments about air emissions: “If necessary,
this applicant would be required to control emissions to minimize the potential for
impacts.” Id. at 238. On appeal, this court affirmed the district court’s ruling that the
MPCA’s decision to not require an EIS was arbitrary and capricious because the MPCA’s
response “bypasse[d] any discussion on the potential for significant environmental
effects.” Id. We concluded that “the MPCA did not genuinely engage in the reasoned
decision making the law requires,” therefore, the agency’s decision represents its “will,
rather than its judgment.” Id. at 238-39 (quotation omitted).
Here, we conclude that the DNR and the county’s comments about the project’s
impact on climate change had substantive merit and required a “specific response.” See
Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 4. But the city did not respond to the DNR’s comment, and its
response to the county’s concern about the project’s carbon footprint “bypasses any
discussion on the potential for significant environmental effects.” See Pope Cty. Mothers,
594 N.W.2d at 238. By failing to respond to the “substantive and timely comments” from
the DNR and the county on climate change, the city “entirely fail[ed] to address an
important aspect of the problem” making its determination that the project had no
significant cumulative effects arbitrary and capricious. See Friends of Twin Lakes,
764 N.W.2d at 381.
D.

The city’s procedure

Relators argue that the city’s EAW procedure was flawed because it materially
changed the project in its responses to public comments without extending the
public-comment period, depriving “the concerned members of the public and the
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governmental agencies an opportunity to confirm the ‘new’ EAW satisfied their concerns.”
The city contends an RGU may consider additional information after releasing the EAW
for comment and before making an EIS determination.
Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subd. 2a (d) (2020), provides that the RGU’s “decision on
the need for an environmental impact statement must be based on the environmental
assessment worksheet and the comments received during the comment period.” Minn.
R. 4410.1700, subp. 3, similarly instructs that “[t]he RGU shall base its decision regarding
the need for an EIS on the information gathered during the EAW process and the comments
received on the EAW.”
After the city received comments on the EAW for this project, it determined that it
needed more information to make its EIS determination. The city argues that this procedure
follows Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 2a, which provides that if an “RGU determines that
information necessary to a reasoned decision about the potential for, or significance of, one
or more possible environmental impacts is lacking,” then the RGU may “postpone the
decision on the need for an EIS . . . in order to obtain the lacking information.” Minn.
R. 4410.1700, subp. 2a. B.
Relators point out that the city’s decision not to require an EIS relied on revisions
to the project, made in response to public comments, and not just “additional information.”
Relators contend that a “change to the project, not the gathering of additional information
relative to the decision whether to conduct an EIS,” is outside the scope of obtaining
information, as contemplated by the administrative rules. Specifically, relators assert that
the city relied on the following project changes: “removing the hotel and golf course,
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creating a ‘sound committee’ and changing the plan to monitor sound, completing an
additional sound barrier, agreeing to ‘discuss’ the impact of the Project on wetlands, and
admitting that Eagle Lake is a ‘wildlife lake.’”
We are aware of no authority providing that an RGU must prepare a new EAW or
supplemental EAW in the event of project changes. The rules provide, however, for a
supplemental EIS when “substantial changes” are made to a proposed project “that affect
the potential significant adverse environmental effects of the project.” Minn. R. 4410.3000,
subp. 3(A)(1). In that case, the rules also provide for another public-comment period on
the EIS. Id., subp. 5; cf. id., subp. 2 (allowing “minor revisions” through addendum not
subject to public-comment period).
Thus, relators establish no legal error in the city’s procedure under the
circumstances and the existing legal framework. Nor do we consider the city’s decision to
rely on changes in response to the EAW comments to be arbitrary and capricious where
those changes decreased the potential for environmental impacts, as happened here.
To conclude, substantial evidence supports the city’s determination that an EIS need
not address noise impacts on humans, waste storage and disposal, land alterations, and
wetlands. The city, however, failed to rely on substantial evidence to determine the
project’s potential effects on wildlife and failed to consider the project’s cumulative effects
on climate change. We conclude that the city’s negative EIS declaration was arbitrary and
capricious. Thus, we reverse and remand for a new EIS determination. In doing so, we
express no opinion about whether an EIS is required.
Reversed and remanded.
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FIGURE 1: PRELIMINARY TRACK LANDSCAPING PLAN
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Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
Southern Region
21371 State Hwy 15
New Ulm, MN 56073

AUGUST 25, 2020
CITY OF EAGLE LAKE
JENNIFER BROMELAND, CITY ADMINISTRATOR
705 PARKWAY AVENUE
EAGLE LAKE, MN 56024
RE: Shoreland Ordinance Approval, City of Eagle Lake, Blue Earth County
Dear Ms. Bromeland:
Our office has completed the review of your Shoreland Ordinance in accordance with Minnesota Statutes,
Section 103F.221, Subpart 1. I am pleased to advise you that on behalf of the Commissioner of the Department
of Natural Resources, I hereby approve your new Shoreland Ordinance.

The DNR encourages the city to educate its citizens on the land use controls provided by the shoreland
ordinance and to work to implement those controls effectively. We look forward to working with the City to
administer the ordinance and will provide comment on proposed variances and conditional use permits
when noticed.
Thank you for your efforts in planning for the future of the City of Eagle Lake’s land use and for conserving
the water resources of the State of Minnesota. If you have any questions or need assistance with
administering the city’s shoreland ordinance, please contact Area Hydrologist Dan Girolamo at 507-3628778.
Sincerely,

Todd Kolander
South District Manager

Ec:

Dan Petrik, DNR
Dan Girolamo, Area Hydrologist
County SWCD or Local WD

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources • EWR
21371 State Hwy 15, New Ulm, MN 56073
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Division of Ecological & Water Resources
Region 4 (Southern Region)
21371 Highway 15 South
New Ulm, MN 56073
October 20, 2021
Subject: DNR comments on Mankato Motorsports Supplement EAW Preparation
Dear Gina,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Mankato Motorsports Park as a supplemental EAW is being
prepared. Some of the below comments reference the original DNR comment letter; please refer to that letter
for details as necessary. We offer the following comments:
1. We originally commented that DNR-approved shoreland ordinance was necessary and that the
development must use the commercial development process. Please provide evidence that these
processes have been met.
2. The project should consider alternate locations that are not adjacent or pose risk to significant natural
resources, such as Eagle Lake, a Designated Wildlife Lake and Natural Environmental Lake. For context, I
have included a map of the park and the lake area. From this “eagle’s-eye view”, one can see how this
park would result in a substantial change to the area around the lake. Potential impacts on the lake due
to the proximity include noise, light, and fumes which are known to disrupt growth, behavior,
reproduction, and ultimately wildlife survival.
3. The project should conduct a cumulative impact climate change analysis, as referred to in the appeals
court decision.
4. If the project is not able to re-locate, then the project should conduct additional studies, as referred to
in the appeals court decision:
a. In-depth wildlife use study for the lake including nesting, migration, and other activities. Such
study would be conducted by the project and include sufficient scientific rigor and standard
techniques at biologically relevant times. DNR would like to review the study plans before the
studies are conducted. We again included the wildlife and vegetation shallow lake surveys
previously sent by DNR staff. These reports illustrate a one-day visit and are not intended to
provide a full picture of wildlife use from day to day or throughout the year. Healthy shallow
lakes provide unique habitat for numerous species.
b. Detailed noise and light studies where the results are assessed in the context of the identified
wildlife species present to assess potential impacts.
5. The DNR may develop recommendations based on the documented wildlife use and impact study
information. However, preliminary recommendations (in addition to those that the project recently
noted in email correspondence to the DNR, noted at the bottom of this letter) include:
a. Limiting or restricting track use during certain times or seasons.
b. Provide more information on the night lighting for DNR comment. The documentation states
that the track will not be lit but other lighting will be used. Provide more specific information on
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c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.

proposed facility night lighting for DNR comment. This must include how the project intends to
reduce/mitigate ecological impacts to sensitive species and conservation lands from artificial
lighting at night (ALAN) also referred to as ecological light pollution (ELP). Measures may include
but are not limited to features such as lighting directionality, type, lumens, wavelengths,
shielding, duration, frequency, seasonality, energy source(s).
Provide more details on hours available for use. Right now, use is proposed sun-up to sun-down.
Is this correct? Are there other after-dark uses? Please specify the uses and identify those
locations.
Provide clarifying information on the berm and noise wall as all provided documentation has
some inconsistencies.
Will the area between the track berm and lake be protected with an easement? Having a
permeant native vegetated easement in this location could offer some mitigation.
Provide a detailed landscaping plan for DNR comment. Some preliminary considerations and
recommendations on the landscaping plan are:
i. Consider the use of an extensive tree buffer between the berm and the lake to further
reduce and filter noise, light, and fumes.
ii. Seed mixes should be selected based on site conditions, particularly the soil type and
moisture conditions. Example seed mixes are provided by BWSR.
iii. Warm season short grasses and forbs may be most appropriate in many areas within the
track to provide ecosystem services while also limiting nesting habitat and associated
issues within the track area.
iv. If haying or mowing is used as a prairie management tool, restrict to after July 15.
v. Native plants with deep root systems will help reduce on-site stormwater.
Provide a detailed and comprehensive noise compliance plan for DNR comment. That plan
should be fully enacted prior to track use. Information in the documentation thus far is not
specific and does not identify how the Eagle Lake Sound Committee will function (e.g. volunteers
or paid positions), how sound detecting equipment will identify sounds that could impact
wildlife, how quickly corrections will be made, and other critical details. Furthermore, the
documentation notes that offending vehicles will be “asked” to use methods to reduce noise.
The documentation also notes that noise violations would be “self-monitoring prior to the
involvement of the Sound Committee.” This language does not currently offer sufficient
structure to address noise impacts.
Use wildlife friendly erosion control, and implement invasive species control best measures.
Where will the wetland impacts due to this project be mitigated?

The below points are the mitigations that the project has proposed thus far. DNR generally supports these
proposals but note that additional details and studies are needed and potentially, additional mitigation may be
necessary.
1. Limited turf grass (around buildings, parking lots), all natural prairie grasses around the park, and
outside the noise/wildlife berms and walls
2. 10 foot berm with a 10 foot wall on top for noise reduction
3. The gap between noise berm/wall will be closed with a noise/wildlife wall to protect lake users and
wildlife from noise and visual aspects of park
4. Track will be used approximately April through October, weather dependent
5. Used during daylight hours, the track will not be lighted
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6. A Sound Committee will monitor noise generating activities at the track to ensure MPCA noise standards
are not being violated, investigate each reasonable complaint that MPCA standards have been or are
being violated, report to the City Council its findings of any investigation conducted, and make
recommendations to the City Council for reasonable corrective action of any MPCA noise standard
violations
7. A sound monitoring system will be installed in susceptible and/or high risk locations around the track to
conduct daily monitoring of vehicles, cars that are identified as outliers and are not in compliance with
noise standards will be asked to add noise mufflers.
8. Discussions with the DNR for control structure easement at the south end of South Eagle Lake for lake
level management. (DNR note: this will offer further habitat mitigation)
Please let me know if you have questions on these comments. We look forward to seeing resolution of these
issues and incorporation of these recommendations in the Supplemental EAW.
Sincerely,

Joanne Boettcher
Regional Environmental Assessment Ecologist
cc:
Stein Innvaer, DNR Area Wildlife Manager
Lisa Gelvin-Innvaer, DNR Regional Non-game Wildlife Specialist
Steve Kittelson, DNR Wildlife Lake Specialist
Megan Benage, DNR Regional Ecologist
Joseph Stangel, DNR Wildlife Assistant Regional Manager
Dave Trauba, DNR Wildlife Regional Manager
Liz Harper, DNR EWR Regional Manager
Scott Roemhildt, DNR Regional Director
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Standard Erosion Control and Invasive Species Prevention Best Practices
Take precautions when working near waterbodies to prevent sedimentation and erosion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Erodible surfaces should not be left exposed for greater than one day. For example, work should not
commence late in the week if it will be left unfinished over a weekend.
Work should not commence if rain is predicted.
All wheeled or tracked construction equipment should be restricted to work areas above the stream bank.
Fill material should not be stockpiled in the floodplain.
Backfill placed below Ordinary High Water (OHW) should consist of clean granular material free of fines,
silts, soils, and mud.
Use Best Practices for DNR General Public Waters Work Permit GP 2004-0001: Species Protection. Refer
to pages: 3, 11, 14, 16, 25, 33, and 34 as relevant to a particular project.
Vegetative “grout” should be incorporated with any installed rip rap (see page 33 of above link).
Native species planting/seeding should be used.
DNR Public Waters Work Permit may be required. Permit requirements must be followed.

Use wildlife friendly erosion control:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biodegradable netting should be used, preferably natural materials with short degradation periods.
Erosion control blankets should be limited to bio-netting or natural netting types due to the risk of
entanglement and death of small animals. 2018 MnDOT Standards Specifications for Construction identify
acceptable materials in Category 3N or 4N mulches.
Do not use products that require UV-light to degrade (also called “photodegradable”), as they do not
degrade properly when covered/shaded.
Do not use products containing plastic mesh netting or other plastic components.
Do not use mulch products that contain synthetic (plastic) fiber additives near waterbodies.
See Wildlife Friendly Erosion Control for more information.

Take active steps to prevent invasive species introduction and spread:
•
•
•

•

Clean all equipment (including but not limited to: vehicles, clothing, and gear) at a site prior to moving to
another site. All soil, aggregate material, mulch, vegetation, seeds, animals, etc. need to be removed
using a hand tool, brush, compressed air, pressure washer, or otherwise.
If equipment is not cleaned before arriving to a work site, then clean the equipment in the parking or
staging area, ensuring no material is deposited at the new site. Material cleaned from equipment should
be disposed of legally.
All equipment (including but not limited to: waders, tracked vehicles, barges, boats, turbidity curtain,
sheet pile, and pumps) used for work in an “infested water” must be adequately decontaminated. See
Watercraft Decontamination Manual for more information.
See Come Clean, Leave Clean for more detailed guidance. This guidance is required for those working on
DNR lands as part of grant or contract or are working under a permit, your grant, contract, or permit.

Referenced Links
https://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt_section/pwpermits/gp_2004_0001_chapter1.pdf
https://bwsr.state.mn.us/seed-mixes
https://files.dnr.state.mn.us/eco/nongame/wildlife-friendly-erosion-control.pdf
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/pre-letting/spec/2018/2018-spec-book-final.pdf
https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/dnrlands.html
https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/dnrlands.html
https://files.dnr.state.mn.us/natural_resources/invasives/mndnr_ais_decontamination_handbook.pdf

Wildlife Lake Habitat Survey Report

NAME OF LAKE: Eagle - south basin
DOW LAKE ID #: 07006002
DATE OF SURVEY: 6/2/2010
TYPE OF SURVEY: Wildlife Lake Survey
SURVEY CREW: S. Kittelson, C. Kelling, & H. Bloom

Infor mation Pr ovided by:

Minnesota Depar tment of Natur al Resour ces
Wildlife Management Section
Shallow Lakes Pr ogr am

DOW Lake ID:
Survey Date:

Gener al Lake Infor mation

07006002
6/2/2010

Location Information

Primary County:

Legal Description

Work Area Name:

Township:

108

25

Range:

Section:

7

Blue Earth

Wildlife Work Area:

General DOW Lake Information
Basin Area (Acres):

412

DOW Wetland Type:

0

Secchi Depth (feet):

0

Watershed ID:

32082

PWI Class:

P

USGS Quad Name:

Mankato East

Number of Public Accesses: 0

Miles of Shoreline:

0

Survey Maximum Lake Depth: 3.0

DOW Maximum Lake Depth 3.0

Survey Mean Lake Depth:

2.2

0.0

DOW Mean Lake Depth:

Survey Maximum Secchi Depth 3.0
Survey Mean Secchi Depth:

2.2

Lake Survey Conditions
Time:
Temperature Air / Water (F):

/ 75.4

75

Cloud Cover (%):

5% cloud cover

Wind Speed (mph):

8

Direction: NE

Previous Wildlife Lake Survey Information
Type of Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey

Survey Year Survey Date
2003
07/03/2003
2010

06/02/2010

Survey Crew
Rob Rabasco

Requested by
Habitat Corridors Project DNR staff

S. Kittelson, C. Kelling, & H. B

Joe Stangel, AWM

Lake Survey Access Information
Ownership: MN Department of Natural Resources
Description:

Earthen

Eagle Lake is at the north edge of the Town of Eagle Lake. The Public Access is located on the south end of the
lower basin. It is accessible from State Highway 14.

Ownership: MN Department of Natural Resources
Description:

Access Type:

Access Type:

Carry-in

Both the north and south basins are also accessible via the Sakatah Trail, which seperates them.

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Survey Date:
6/2/2010

Inlets and Outlets Infor mation

Inlet Information
Inlet Name: Eagle Lake -north basin
C

Inlet Type Code (a):

Inlet Cover Type (c) and Description:

Inlet Flow Information
Flow (fps):

Average Width (feet):

Flow (cfs):

Average Depth (feet):

Method (d):

Inlet Surface Temp (F)

Fish Barrier (Y/N) (e): N
Fish Barrier Description:

Comments:
Sheet piling has spaces for stoplogs, but none were in place at the time of the survey. The lower sections of the stoplog bay and
weir were underwater at the time of the survey.

Outlet Information

Outlet Name:

Ditch

Lake or River ID:
Tributary To:

Outlet Flow Information
Flow (fps):

Lesueur River

Water Control Structure Information
Type and Description: stoplog

Flow (cfs):
Method (d):
Average Width (feet):
Average Depth (feet):

Owner and Description DNR
Head Reading:

Barrier to Fish (Y/N) (e):
Fish Barrier Description:

Sill Reading:
Gauge Reading
Comments:
Flow was 8' wide and 1.5' deep with moderate/light flow at the time of the survey. Tail water was 1' below the weir.
(a)

(ID) Intermittent - Dry (no flow at mouth, still may contain water), (IF) Intermittent - Flowing (curently has flow at mouth), (C)ontinuous flow, (X) Unkown

(b)

(N)amed lake (give name), (U)nnamed lake, (M)arsh, (S)pring, (W)ell, (T)ile, (SS) Storm sewer, (D)itch, (O)ther (describe), (X) Uknown

(c)

Give up to two most common in order of abundance: (H)ardwoods, (CO)nifers, (MI)xed Forest, (G)rasses, (CR)ops, (P)asture, (MU)nicipal, (R)esidential,
(O)ther (describe), (X) Unkown

(d)

(F)loating object, (C)urrent meter, (D)irect time and volume measurement (gpm / 15.9 = cfs). Describe where the flow measurement and avg. width/depth
estimates were taken on the flow worksheet section

(e)

(Y)es, (N)o, (X) Unkown

(f)

List the species code for up to 4 species with known spawing runs in this inlet

(g)

(TC) type "C" with stoplogs, (SP) Sheet piling, (DI) Drop inlet with stoplogs, (CF) Concrete with fixed sill, (BD) Beaver dam, (O)ther (describe), (X)
Unkown

(h)

(DNR), (UFS), (DOT), (COU)nty, (COE), (NPS), (FWS), (CIT)y, (TOW)nship, (NPS), (PRI)vate (describe), (None) (natural dam), (O)ther (describe),
(X) Unkown

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Survey Date:
6/2/2010

Water Level and Chemistr y

Water Level Information
Code:

GA

Benchmark/Gauge Description:

Water Level Reading Date:
Gauge is located on the outlet dam near the Highway 14 access point.

Water Level Reading (feet + or -):

1.56

Current Water Level:
Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:
Code:

GA

Benchmark/Gauge Description:

Water Level Reading Date:
Gauge is located on the inlet weir.

Water Level Reading (feet + or -):

5.48

Current Water Level:
Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:

Water Chemistry
Lake or Inlet (L or I):

L

Station Number of Water Sample: 89

Sample Date:

6/3/2010

Depth Sample Taken (ft):

Date Sample Analyzed:

Bottom Depth (ft):

Nonstandard Description:
Color Cause Code and Description:
Water Color Code and Description:
Total Phosphorus (ppm):

0.052

pH:

Dissolved Oxygen (ppm):

Sulphate Ion (ppm):

Biological O2 Demand (ppm):

Chloride Ion (ppm):

Organic Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrate [NO3-N] (ppm):

Total Iron (ppm):

Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrite [NO2-N] (ppm):

Dissolved Iron (ppm):

Suspended Solids (ppm):

Nitrogen TLKJ (ppm):

Alkalinity (ppm):

Chlorophyll A [trichromatic] (ppm):

Ammonia [NH3-N] (ppm):

Alkalinity Method:

Chlorophyll A [pheophytin] (ppm):

Ortho Phosphorus (ppm):
Conductivity (umhos):

504

Other Measurements
Comments:

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Survey Date:
6/2/2010

Obser vations and Field Notes

Waterfowl and Wildlife Observations / Field Notes
Waterfowl Observations:
Waterfowl utilization consisted of 1 mallard and 2 wood ducks.

Other Wildlife Observations:
Other wildlife observations included 1 beaver, 2 American white pelicans, 1 double-crested cormorant, 2 great blue herons, 2
crayfish, 1 snapping turtle, 2 painted turtles, and 15-20 common carp. A beaver lodge and muskrat house were also observed.

Field Notes:
Curly-leaf pondweed was found in patches (10 ft circles) throughout the lake, but was not often collected on the plant rake. The
entire perimeter of the basin is surrounded by narrowleaf cattails. Midge larvae were commonly observed on the plant rake and
anchor.

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Sur vey Date:
6/2/2010

Sample Point Data Summar y

- Eagle - south basin

Sample Point Information
Minimum Depth:

1.50

Minimum Secchi:

1.50

Maximum Depth:

3.00

Maximum Secchi:

3.00

Mean Depth:

2.16

Mean Secchi:

2.16

Total Number of Points: 114
Number of Points Sampled: 69

Vegetation Summary
Number of Sample Points:

69

Lakewide Species Richness:

6

Percent of Vegetated Points: 87.0%
# of Points
Occurring

Species
Frequency

95% CI

High C / I

Low C / I

Frequency
Value

Stuckenia pectinata
Sago Pondweed

54

78.3%

0.1053

0.8879

0.6773

0.7826

Chara species
Muskgrass Group

38

55.1%

0.1255

0.6762

0.4252

0.5507

No Vegetation Present
No Vegetation

9

13.0%

0.0873

0.2177

0.0431

0.1304

Ceratophyllum demersum
Coontail

3

4.3%

0.0557

0.0992

-0.0122

0.0435

Potamogeton crispus
Curly-Leaf Pondweed

2

2.9%

0.0471

0.0761

-0.0181

0.0290

Nymphaea odorata
Common White Waterlily

2

2.9%

0.0471

0.0761

-0.0181

0.0290

Nuphar variegata
Common Yellow Waterlily

1

1.4%

0.0357

0.0501

-0.0212

0.0145

Vegetation Species

Survey Map

Wildlife Lake Habitat Survey Report

NAME OF LAKE: Eagle - south basin
DOW LAKE ID #: 07006002
DATE OF SURVEY: 7/3/2003
TYPE OF SURVEY: Wildlife Lake Survey
SURVEY CREW: Rob Rabasco

Infor mation Pr ovided by:

Minnesota Depar tment of Natur al Resour ces
Wildlife Management Section
Shallow Lakes Pr ogr am

DOW Lake ID:
Survey Date:

Gener al Lake Infor mation

07006002
7/3/2003

Location Information

Primary County:

Legal Description

Work Area Name:

Township:

108

25

Range:

Section:

7

Blue Earth

Wildlife Work Area:

General DOW Lake Information
Basin Area (Acres):

412

DOW Wetland Type:

0

Secchi Depth (feet):

0

Watershed ID:

32082

PWI Class:

P

USGS Quad Name:

Mankato East

Number of Public Accesses: 0

Miles of Shoreline:

0

Survey Maximum Lake Depth: 3.0

DOW Maximum Lake Depth 3.0

Survey Mean Lake Depth:

2.3

0.0

DOW Mean Lake Depth:

Survey Maximum Secchi Depth 2.0
Survey Mean Secchi Depth:

1.2

Lake Survey Conditions
Time:

9:00

Temperature Air / Water (F):

85

/ 82

Cloud Cover (%):

clear

Wind Speed (mph):

5

Direction: SW

Previous Wildlife Lake Survey Information
Type of Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey

Survey Year Survey Date
2003
07/03/2003
2010

06/02/2010

Survey Crew
Rob Rabasco

Requested by
Habitat Corridors Project DNR staff

S. Kittelson, C. Kelling, & H. B

Joe Stangel, AWM

Lake Survey Access Information
Ownership: MN Department of Natural Resources
Description:

Earthen

Eagle Lake is at the north edge of the town of Eagle Lake. The Public Access is located on the south end of the
lower basin. It is accessable from State Highway 14.

Ownership: MN Department of Natural Resources
Description:

Access Type:

Access Type:

Carry-in

Both lake basins are accessable from the Sakatah Trail that seperates them.

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Survey Date:
7/3/2003

Inlets and Outlets Infor mation

Inlet Information
Inlet Name: Upper Eagle Lake
ID

Inlet Type Code (a):

CR

Average Width (feet): 15.00

Flow (fps):

Inlet Cover Type (c) and Description:
O

Inlet Flow Information

wetland/bog

Flow (cfs):

0.0

Average Depth (feet): 4.58

Method (d):

C

Inlet Surface Temp (F)

Fish Barrier (Y/N) (e): N
Fish Barrier Description:

Comments:
Fish can jump the sheet pile structure, or swim over during high water. At one time the north and south basins were connected and
formed one basin. However, a sheet-pile structure splits the two except during high water periods.

Outlet Information

Outlet Name:

Ditch

Outlet Flow Information

Lake or River ID:
Tributary To:

Flow (fps):
Leseur River

Water Control Structure Information
Type and Description: variable crest - type "C" with s
Fish Grates
Owner and Description DNR
Head Reading: 3.0
Sill Reading:

3.0

Flow (cfs):

0.0

Method (d):

C

Average Width (feet):

13.00

Average Depth (feet):

0.70

Barrier to Fish (Y/N) (e):

Y

Fish Barrier Description:
Dam

Gauge Reading 0.70
Comments:
The dam is in fine working condition. However, the stop-logs for the structure are large and hard to work with.
(a)

(ID) Intermittent - Dry (no flow at mouth, still may contain water), (IF) Intermittent - Flowing (curently has flow at mouth), (C)ontinuous flow, (X) Unkown

(b)

(N)amed lake (give name), (U)nnamed lake, (M)arsh, (S)pring, (W)ell, (T)ile, (SS) Storm sewer, (D)itch, (O)ther (describe), (X) Uknown

(c)

Give up to two most common in order of abundance: (H)ardwoods, (CO)nifers, (MI)xed Forest, (G)rasses, (CR)ops, (P)asture, (MU)nicipal, (R)esidential,
(O)ther (describe), (X) Unkown

(d)

(F)loating object, (C)urrent meter, (D)irect time and volume measurement (gpm / 15.9 = cfs). Describe where the flow measurement and avg. width/depth
estimates were taken on the flow worksheet section

(e)

(Y)es, (N)o, (X) Unkown

(f)

List the species code for up to 4 species with known spawing runs in this inlet

(g)

(TC) type "C" with stoplogs, (SP) Sheet piling, (DI) Drop inlet with stoplogs, (CF) Concrete with fixed sill, (BD) Beaver dam, (O)ther (describe), (X)
Unkown

(h)

(DNR), (UFS), (DOT), (COU)nty, (COE), (NPS), (FWS), (CIT)y, (TOW)nship, (NPS), (PRI)vate (describe), (None) (natural dam), (O)ther (describe),
(X) Unkown

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Survey Date:
7/3/2003

Water Level and Chemistr y

Water Level Information
Code:

BM

Benchmark/Gauge Description:

Water Level Reading Date: 07/03/2003
Water level reading (distance from sill to water) at the sheet-pile separating the basins.

Water Level Reading (feet + or -):

-4.58

Current Water Level:

N

Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:
Code:

GA

Benchmark/Gauge Description:

Water Level Reading Date: 07/03/2003
Gauge on the outlet dam.

Water Level Reading (feet + or -):

0.70

Current Water Level:

N

Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:

Water Chemistry
Lake or Inlet (L or I):

Station Number of Water Sample:

Sample Date:

Depth Sample Taken (ft):

Date Sample Analyzed:

Bottom Depth (ft):

Nonstandard Description:
Color Cause Code and Description:
Water Color Code and Description:
Total Phosphorus (ppm):

pH:

Dissolved Oxygen (ppm):

Ortho Phosphorus (ppm):

Sulphate Ion (ppm):

Biological O2 Demand (ppm):

Conductivity (umhos):

Chloride Ion (ppm):

Organic Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrate [NO3-N] (ppm):

Total Iron (ppm):

Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrite [NO2-N] (ppm):

Dissolved Iron (ppm):

Suspended Solids (ppm):

Nitrogen TLKJ (ppm):

Alkalinity (ppm):

Chlorophyll A [trichromatic] (ppm):

Ammonia [NH3-N] (ppm):

Alkalinity Method:

Chlorophyll A [pheophytin] (ppm):

Other Measurements
Comments:

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Survey Date:
7/3/2003

Obser vations and Field Notes

Waterfowl and Wildlife Observations / Field Notes
Waterfowl Observations:
Observed 5 Canada Geese.

Other Wildlife Observations:
Observed 35 American White Pelicans and numerous Carp throughout the basin. The lake carried a good population of
Amphipods and there was no appreciable plankton in the basin. The north basin is actively managed as a fishery, with only a
sheet-pile structure separating it from the south basin. As such fish move freely between the basins in high water and jumping the
structure.

Field Notes:
Only the south half of (DOW #07006002) the basin was sampled; due to error, as the lake was accidentally included on the 2003
high priority list. The entire lake (#0700600) was sampled fully in 2002. The submergent vegetation was distributed evenly on the
western half of the lake. There was not a great variety of submergent vegetation. However, plants that were present were densely
populated in the basin. The connectivity of the basins should be addressed. If the north basin is to be managed as a fishery and the
south as a wildlife area, then a new structure with fish barriers should be installed between the basins. The current outlet structure
doesn't have drawdown capabilities. This should be addressed to allow for drawdowns of the south basin (Area wildlife staff
would like to see this addressed).

DOW Lake ID: 07006002
Sur vey Date:
7/3/2003

Sample Point Data Summar y

- Eagle - south basin

Sample Point Information
Minimum Depth:

1.50

Minimum Secchi:

1.00

Maximum Depth:

3.00

Maximum Secchi:

2.00

Mean Depth:

2.29

Mean Secchi:

1.21

Total Number of Points: 114
Number of Points Sampled: 48

Vegetation Summary
Number of Sample Points:

48

Lakewide Species Richness:

4

Percent of Vegetated Points: 79.2%
# of Points
Occurring

Species
Frequency

95% CI

High C / I

Low C / I

Frequency
Value

Ceratophyllum demersum
Coontail

30

62.5%

0.1488

0.7738

0.4762

0.6250

Stuckenia pectinata
Sago Pondweed

28

58.3%

0.1514

0.7347

0.4320

0.5833

No Vegetation Present
No Vegetation

10

20.8%

0.1265

0.3349

0.0818

0.2083

Myriophyllum sibiricum
Northern Water Milfoil

7

14.6%

0.1113

0.2572

0.0345

0.1458

Lemna minor
Lesser Duckweed

7

14.6%

0.1113

0.2572

0.0345

0.1458

Potamogeton zosteriformis
Flat-stem Pondweed

5

10.4%

0.0978

0.2019

0.0064

0.1042

Vegetation Species

Survey Map

Wildlife Lake Habitat Survey Report

NAME OF LAKE: Eagle
DOW LAKE ID #: 07006000
DATE OF SURVEY: 6/15/2011
TYPE OF SURVEY: Wildlife Lake Survey
SURVEY CREW: J. Croatt & D. Anderson

Infor mation Pr ovided by:

Minnesota Depar tment of Natur al Resour ces
Wildlife Management Section
Shallow Lakes Pr ogr am

DOW Lake ID:
Survey Date:

Gener al Lake Infor mation

07006000
6/15/2011

Location Information

Primary County:

Legal Description

Work Area Name:

Township:

108

26

Range:

Section:

1

Blue Earth

Wildlife Work Area:

General DOW Lake Information
Basin Area (Acres):

1,183

DOW Wetland Type:

5

Secchi Depth (feet):

10

Watershed ID:

32082

PWI Class:

P

USGS Quad Name:

Mankato East

Number of Public Accesses: 1

Miles of Shoreline:

9

Survey Maximum Lake Depth: 11.3

DOW Maximum Lake Depth 14.0

Survey Mean Lake Depth:

4.6

4.0

DOW Mean Lake Depth:

Survey Maximum Secchi Depth 5.0
Survey Mean Secchi Depth:

3.3

Lake Survey Conditions
Time:
Temperature Air / Water (F):

/ 70.8

80

Cloud Cover (%):

Clear

Wind Speed (mph):

5

Direction: NW

Previous Wildlife Lake Survey Information
Type of Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey

Survey Year Survey Date

Survey Crew

Requested by

Wildlife Lake Survey

1953

07/07/1953

CR Johnson

Unknown

Wildlife Lake Survey

1970

07/27/1970

R. Nelson and G. West

Unknown

Wildlife Lake Survey

2002

07/17/2002

Ann Geisen & Stein Innvaer

Joel Anderson, AWM

Wildlife Lake Survey

2011

06/15/2011

J. Croatt & D. Anderson

Lake Survey Access Information
Ownership: Other
Description:

Earthen

The south basin was accessed off of Highway 14, just north of the outlet structure. There is a hidden gravel path,
off of the highway, that leads to the lake.

Ownership: County
Description:

Access Type:

Access Type:

Concrete

The north basin was accessed on the north side of the lake off of County Road 26 at the Eagle Lake County Park
public boat launch.

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
6/15/2011

Inlets and Outlets Infor mation

Inlet Information
Inlet Name: Unnamed
Inlet Type Code (a):

Inlet Flow Information
C

Inlet Cover Type (c) and Description:

Flow (fps):

Average Width (feet):

Flow (cfs):

Average Depth (feet):

Method (d):

Inlet Surface Temp (F)

Fish Barrier (Y/N) (e): N
Fish Barrier Description:

Comments:
Water flows in from Albert Lake on the west side of the north basin, under County Road 26 via a large concrete culvert.
Inlet Name: Unnamed
Inlet Type Code (a):

Inlet Flow Information
IF

Inlet Cover Type (c) and Description:

Flow (fps):

Average Width (feet):

Flow (cfs):

Average Depth (feet):

Method (d):

Inlet Surface Temp (F)

Fish Barrier (Y/N) (e): N
Fish Barrier Description:

Comments:
Water flows into Eagle from adjacent wetlands on the northwest side of the north basin via 2 12-inch corrugated metal pipes. The
culverts sit about 2 feet above the water, and only one had flow at the time of the survey. UTM coordinates: X=428091,
Y=4895098.

Outlet Information

Outlet Name:

Unnamed ditch

Outlet Flow Information

Lake or River ID:

Flow (fps):

Tributary To:

Flow (cfs):

Water Control Structure Information

Method (d):

Type and Description: variable crest - type "C" with s

Average Width (feet):
Average Depth (feet):

Owner and Description
Head Reading:

Barrier to Fish (Y/N) (e):

N

Fish Barrier Description:

Sill Reading:
Gauge Reading
Comments:
Water flows out of Eagle Lake on the south side of the south basin and flows south, eventually emptying into the LeSueur River.
Water flows through a concrete stoplog structure and into a large concrete culvert under Highway 14.
(a)

(ID) Intermittent - Dry (no flow at mouth, still may contain water), (IF) Intermittent - Flowing (curently has flow at mouth), (C)ontinuous flow, (X) Unkown

(b)

(N)amed lake (give name), (U)nnamed lake, (M)arsh, (S)pring, (W)ell, (T)ile, (SS) Storm sewer, (D)itch, (O)ther (describe), (X) Uknown

(c)

Give up to two most common in order of abundance: (H)ardwoods, (CO)nifers, (MI)xed Forest, (G)rasses, (CR)ops, (P)asture, (MU)nicipal, (R)esidential,
(O)ther (describe), (X) Unkown

(d)

(F)loating object, (C)urrent meter, (D)irect time and volume measurement (gpm / 15.9 = cfs). Describe where the flow measurement and avg. width/depth
estimates were taken on the flow worksheet section

(e)

(Y)es, (N)o, (X) Unkown

(f)

List the species code for up to 4 species with known spawing runs in this inlet

(g)

(TC) type "C" with stoplogs, (SP) Sheet piling, (DI) Drop inlet with stoplogs, (CF) Concrete with fixed sill, (BD) Beaver dam, (O)ther (describe), (X)
Unkown

(h)

(DNR), (UFS), (DOT), (COU)nty, (COE), (NPS), (FWS), (CIT)y, (TOW)nship, (NPS), (PRI)vate (describe), (None) (natural dam), (O)ther (describe),
(X) Unkown

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
6/15/2011

Water Level and Chemistr y

Water Level Information
Code:

GA

Benchmark/Gauge Description:

Water Level Reading Date:
Staff gauge on south outlet structure, near south basin access. Gauge is on west side of
dam, facing north. UTM coordinates: X=429583, Y=4891161.

Water Level Reading (feet + or -):

1.76

Current Water Level:
Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:
Code:

BM

Benchmark/Gauge Description:

Water Level Reading Date:
Horizontal RR spike in south end of RR tie on center bay of RR trestle bisecting Eagle
Lake. Elevation=994.78. UTM coordinates: X=428505, Y=4892565.

Water Level Reading (feet + or -):

-2.90

Current Water Level:
Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:

Water Chemistry
Lake or Inlet (L or I):

L

Station Number of Water Sample: 45

Sample Date:

6/16/2011

Depth Sample Taken (ft):

Date Sample Analyzed:

Bottom Depth (ft):

Nonstandard Description:
Color Cause Code and Description:
Water Color Code and Description:
Total Phosphorus (ppm):

0.099

pH:

Dissolved Oxygen (ppm):

Sulphate Ion (ppm):

Biological O2 Demand (ppm):

Chloride Ion (ppm):

Organic Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrate [NO3-N] (ppm):

Total Iron (ppm):

Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrite [NO2-N] (ppm):

Dissolved Iron (ppm):

Suspended Solids (ppm):

Nitrogen TLKJ (ppm):

Alkalinity (ppm):

Chlorophyll A [trichromatic] (ppm):

Ammonia [NH3-N] (ppm):

Alkalinity Method:

Chlorophyll A [pheophytin] (ppm):

Ortho Phosphorus (ppm):
Conductivity (umhos):

323

Other Measurements
Comments:

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
6/15/2011

Obser vations and Field Notes

Waterfowl and Wildlife Observations / Field Notes
Waterfowl Observations:
Waterfowl utilization on 6/15/2011 consisted of 2 mallards. Waterfowl utilization on 6/16/2011 consisted of 3 mallards, 1
mallard with 6 young, and 2 blue-winged teal.

Other Wildlife Observations:
Other wildlife observations on 6/15/2011 included 24 American white pelicans, 4 double-crested cormorants, and 1 great blue
heron. Other wildlife observations on 6/16/2011 included 40 American white pelicans, 4 double-crested cormorants, 1 bald eagle,
and 4 terns.

Field Notes:
Eagle Lake is bisected by the Sakatah Trail, making a north and south basin of the lake. The south basin is shallow with thick
cattail surrounding it. Waterlilies were abundant, as were Chara and filamentous algae. The north basin is deeper, and infested
with curly-leaf pondweed. Two dead bullheads were observed, as well as several live fingerlings. Schools of minnows were also
observed. Macroinvertebrates were observed in the filamentous algae. It appeared as though curly-leaf pondweed has not yet
infested the south basin of the lake.

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Sur vey Date:
6/15/2011

Sample Point Data Summar y

- Eagle

Sample Point Information
Minimum Depth:

1.75

Minimum Secchi:

1.75

Total Number of Points: 85

Maximum Depth: 11.25

Maximum Secchi:

5.00

Number of Points Sampled: 64

Mean Secchi:

3.27

Mean Depth:

4.63

Vegetation Summary
Number of Sample Points:

64

Lakewide Species Richness:

12

Percent of Vegetated Points: 81.3%
# of Points
Occurring

Species
Frequency

95% CI

High C / I

Low C / I

Frequency
Value

Chara species
Muskgrass Group

28

43.8%

0.1303

0.5678

0.3072

0.4375

Potamogeton crispus
Curly-Leaf Pondweed

27

42.2%

0.1298

0.5516

0.2921

0.4219

Potamogeton species - narrowleaf type
Narrowleaf Pondweed Group

20

31.3%

0.1223

0.4348

0.1902

0.3125

No Vegetation Present
No Vegetation

12

18.8%

0.1042

0.2917

0.0833

0.1875

Nymphaea odorata
Common White Waterlily

5

7.8%

0.0741

0.1522

0.0040

0.0781

Typha angustifolia or glauca
Narrowleaf Cattail Group

4

6.3%

0.0676

0.1301

-0.0051

0.0625

Heteranthera dubia
Water Stargrass

4

6.3%

0.0676

0.1301

-0.0051

0.0625

Stuckenia pectinata
Sago Pondweed

3

4.7%

0.0600

0.1069

-0.0131

0.0469

Potamogeton foliosus subsp.foliosus
Leafy Pondweed

3

4.7%

0.0600

0.1069

-0.0131

0.0469

Nuphar variegata
Common Yellow Waterlily

3

4.7%

0.0600

0.1069

-0.0131

0.0469

Ceratophyllum demersum
Coontail

2

3.1%

0.0508

0.0820

-0.0195

0.0313

Myriophyllum sibiricum
Northern Water Milfoil

1

1.6%

0.0384

0.0541

-0.0228

0.0156

Elodea canadensis
Canada Waterweed

1

1.6%

0.0384

0.0541

-0.0228

0.0156

Vegetation Species

Survey Map

Wildlife Lake Habitat Survey Report

NAME OF LAKE: Eagle
DOW LAKE ID #: 07006000
DATE OF SURVEY: 7/17/2002
TYPE OF SURVEY: Wildlife Lake Survey
SURVEY CREW: Ann Geisen & Stein Innvaer

Infor mation Pr ovided by:

Minnesota Depar tment of Natur al Resour ces
Wildlife Management Section
Shallow Lakes Pr ogr am

DOW Lake ID:
Survey Date:

Gener al Lake Infor mation

07006000
7/17/2002

Location Information

Primary County:

Legal Description

Work Area Name:

Township:

108

26

Range:

Section:

1

Blue Earth

Wildlife Work Area:

General DOW Lake Information
Basin Area (Acres):

1,183

DOW Wetland Type:

5

Secchi Depth (feet):

10

Watershed ID:

32082

PWI Class:

P

USGS Quad Name:

Mankato East

Number of Public Accesses: 1

Miles of Shoreline:

9

Survey Maximum Lake Depth: 12.0

DOW Maximum Lake Depth 14.0

Survey Mean Lake Depth:

4.1

4.0

DOW Mean Lake Depth:

Survey Maximum Secchi Depth 1.5
Survey Mean Secchi Depth:

0.9

Lake Survey Conditions
Time:

14:45

Temperature Air / Water (F):

90

/ 86

Cloud Cover (%):

20% cloudy

Wind Speed (mph):

0-5

Direction: SW

Previous Wildlife Lake Survey Information
Type of Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey

Survey Year Survey Date

Survey Crew

Requested by

Wildlife Lake Survey

1953

07/07/1953

CR Johnson

Unknown

Wildlife Lake Survey

1970

07/27/1970

R. Nelson and G. West

Unknown

Wildlife Lake Survey

2002

07/17/2002

Ann Geisen & Stein Innvaer

Joel Anderson, AWM

Wildlife Lake Survey

2011

06/15/2011

J. Croatt & D. Anderson

Lake Survey Access Information
Ownership: Unknown
Description:

Carry-in

Located on the south side of the lake at the outlet. From Hwy. 14, take a dirt trail north to the dam and the outlet.
The access is suitable for a canoe or sportboat.

Ownership: County
Description:

Access Type:

Access Type:

Concrete

Located on the north side of the lake, off of Cty. Rd. #26. This access has a dock.

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
7/17/2002

Inlets and Outlets Infor mation

Inlet Information
No Information Was Collected
Outlet Information

Outlet Name:

Outlet

Outlet Flow Information

Lake or River ID:

Flow (fps):

Tributary To:

Flow (cfs):

Water Control Structure Information

Method (d):
Average Width (feet):

Type and Description: stoplog

Average Depth (feet):
Owner and Description DNR

Wildlife

Head Reading:

Barrier to Fish (Y/N) (e):

N

Fish Barrier Description:

Sill Reading:
Gauge Reading
Comments:
The outlet is located at the southeast side of the south part of the lake. There is a stop log structure, but the stop logs are quite
large and very difficult to maneuver, making water level manipulations very difficult.
(a)

(ID) Intermittent - Dry (no flow at mouth, still may contain water), (IF) Intermittent - Flowing (curently has flow at mouth), (C)ontinuous flow, (X) Unkown

(b)

(N)amed lake (give name), (U)nnamed lake, (M)arsh, (S)pring, (W)ell, (T)ile, (SS) Storm sewer, (D)itch, (O)ther (describe), (X) Uknown

(c)

Give up to two most common in order of abundance: (H)ardwoods, (CO)nifers, (MI)xed Forest, (G)rasses, (CR)ops, (P)asture, (MU)nicipal, (R)esidential,
(O)ther (describe), (X) Unkown

(d)

(F)loating object, (C)urrent meter, (D)irect time and volume measurement (gpm / 15.9 = cfs). Describe where the flow measurement and avg. width/depth
estimates were taken on the flow worksheet section

(e)

(Y)es, (N)o, (X) Unkown

(f)

List the species code for up to 4 species with known spawing runs in this inlet

(g)

(TC) type "C" with stoplogs, (SP) Sheet piling, (DI) Drop inlet with stoplogs, (CF) Concrete with fixed sill, (BD) Beaver dam, (O)ther (describe), (X)
Unkown

(h)

(DNR), (UFS), (DOT), (COU)nty, (COE), (NPS), (FWS), (CIT)y, (TOW)nship, (NPS), (PRI)vate (describe), (None) (natural dam), (O)ther (describe),
(X) Unkown

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
7/17/2002

Water Level and Chemistr y

Water Level Information
Code:

Water Level Reading Date:
No water level reading was taken.

Benchmark/Gauge Description:
Water Level Reading (feet + or -):
Current Water Level:
Water Level Description:
Average Annual Fluctuation:
Annual Fluctuation Description:
Annual Level Fluctuation Source:
Extreme Fluctuation:
Water Level History Comments:

Water Chemistry
Lake or Inlet (L or I):

L

Station Number of Water Sample: 54

Sample Date:

7/17/2002

Depth Sample Taken (ft):

Date Sample Analyzed:

Bottom Depth (ft):

Nonstandard Description:
Color Cause Code and Description:
Water Color Code and Description:
Total Phosphorus (ppm):

0.155

pH:

Dissolved Oxygen (ppm):

Sulphate Ion (ppm):

Biological O2 Demand (ppm):

Chloride Ion (ppm):

Organic Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrate [NO3-N] (ppm):

Total Iron (ppm):

Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrite [NO2-N] (ppm):

Dissolved Iron (ppm):

Suspended Solids (ppm):

Nitrogen TLKJ (ppm):

Alkalinity (ppm):

Chlorophyll A [trichromatic] (ppm):

Ammonia [NH3-N] (ppm):

Alkalinity Method:

Chlorophyll A [pheophytin] (ppm):

Ortho Phosphorus (ppm):
Conductivity (umhos):

Other Measurements
Comments:

299

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
7/17/2002

Obser vations and Field Notes

Waterfowl and Wildlife Observations / Field Notes
Waterfowl Observations:
Observed 2 broods of Canada geese - 1 adult with 5 goslings, and 1 adult with 4 goslings. Also observed 2 hen wood ducks and
1 hen blue-winged teal.

Other Wildlife Observations:
Observed 21 American white pelicans, 10 double-crested cormorants, 2 great blue herons, 3 ring-billed gulls, and 2 black terns.
Fish are present - 2 dead bullheads and 22 carp were seen. Most of the carp (~20) were seen at the south end of the north part of
the lake, near the sheet piling structure (points #33 & 44). The north part of the lake gets a lot of fishing pressure, according to
the Assistant Area Manager.

Field Notes:
The lake was surveyed July 17 & 18, 2002. Weather conditions for the 18th were: ~90F, 90% cloudy. The survey started at 9:00
am and ended at 11:30 am, just before it began to lightning and pour rain. The north part of the lake had very little submergent
vegetation. Vegetation was more abundant in the south part. Species diversity was also greater in the south part of the lake.
There was a fringe of cattails around most of the shoreline, and in some spots the cattails were thick enough to prevent access to
the sample points. The exotic curly-leaf pondweed is present - no plants were seen, but 3 turions were found. Secchi readings
were poor. Water was very green in the north part and very brown in the south part. The lake is separated into north and south
basins by a sheet piling control structure located under the railroad bridge. The structure acts as a fish barrier when the water is
low. There also is a stop-log structure at the outlet on the southeast side of the south basin. It is possible to manipulate water
levels in the south basin affecting the north basin. It is possible to move between the two basins by crossing the sheet piling
structure, but it depends on water level and boat type.

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Sur vey Date:
7/17/2002

Sample Point Data Summar y

- Eagle

Sample Point Information
Minimum Depth:

1.10

Minimum Secchi:

0.30

Maximum Depth: 12.00

Maximum Secchi:

1.50

Mean Secchi:

0.91

Mean Depth:

4.13

Total Number of Points: 106
Number of Points Sampled: 91

Vegetation Summary
Number of Sample Points:

91

Lakewide Species Richness:

11

Percent of Vegetated Points: 78.0%
# of Points
Occurring

Species
Frequency

95% CI

High C / I

Low C / I

Frequency
Value

Ceratophyllum demersum
Coontail

60

65.9%

0.1034

0.7628

0.5559

0.6593

Chara species
Muskgrass Group

22

24.2%

0.0940

0.3357

0.1478

0.2418

No Vegetation Present
No Vegetation

20

22.0%

0.0910

0.3108

0.1287

0.2198

Potamogeton species - narrowleaf type
Narrowleaf Pondweed Group

17

18.7%

0.0860

0.2728

0.1008

0.1868

Myriophyllum sibiricum
Northern Water Milfoil

17

18.7%

0.0860

0.2728

0.1008

0.1868

Lemna minor
Lesser Duckweed

17

18.7%

0.0860

0.2728

0.1008

0.1868

Nymphaea odorata
Common White Waterlily

9

9.9%

0.0672

0.1661

0.0317

0.0989

Najas flexilis
Bushy Naiad

9

9.9%

0.0672

0.1661

0.0317

0.0989

Stuckenia pectinata
Sago Pondweed

8

8.8%

0.0640

0.1519

0.0239

0.0879

Typha species
Cattail Group

6

6.6%

0.0568

0.1227

0.0092

0.0659

Elodea canadensis
Canada Waterweed

6

6.6%

0.0568

0.1227

0.0092

0.0659

Lemna trisulca
Star Duckweed

4

4.4%

0.0478

0.0918

-0.0039

0.0440

Potamogeton robbinsii
Robbins' Pondweed

2

2.2%

0.0358

0.0578

-0.0138

0.0220

Nuphar variegata
Common Yellow Waterlily

1

1.1%

0.0270

0.0380

-0.0160

0.0110

Vegetation Species

Survey Map

Ear ly Lake Sur vey Vegetation Repor t
DOW#: 07006000
Lake Name: Eagle
Vegetation Code

Sur vey Date:
Name

Abundance
Comments

NF

Bushy Pondweed

5

PP

Sago Pondweed

3

PP

Sago Pondweed

3

NF

Bushy Pondweed

5

PP

Sago Pondweed

3

C

Muskgrass spp.

1

PP

Sago Pondweed

4

NF

Bushy Pondweed

5

7/27/1970
Distribution

Percent

Wildlife Lake Habitat Survey Report

NAME OF LAKE: Eagle
DOW LAKE ID #: 07006000
DATE OF SURVEY: 7/27/1970
TYPE OF SURVEY: Wildlife Lake Survey
SURVEY CREW: R. Nelson and G. West

Infor mation Pr ovided by:

Minnesota Depar tment of Natur al Resour ces
Wildlife Management Section
Shallow Lakes Pr ogr am

DOW Lake ID:
Survey Date:

Gener al Lake Infor mation

07006000
7/27/1970

Location Information

Primary County:

Legal Description

Work Area Name:

Township:

108

Range:

26

Section:

1

Blue Earth

Wildlife Work Area:

General DOW Lake Information
Basin Area (Acres):

1,183

DOW Wetland Type:

5

Secchi Depth (feet):

10

Watershed ID:

32082

PWI Class:

P

USGS Quad Name:

Mankato East

Number of Public Accesses: 1

Miles of Shoreline:

9

Survey Maximum Lake Depth:

DOW Maximum Lake Depth 14.0

Survey Mean Lake Depth:

DOW Mean Lake Depth:

4.0

Survey Maximum Secchi Depth
Survey Mean Secchi Depth:

Lake Survey Conditions
Cloud Cover (%):

Time:

Wind Speed (mph):

/

Temperature Air / Water (F):

Direction:

Previous Wildlife Lake Survey Information
Type of Survey
Wildlife Lake Survey

Survey Year Survey Date

Survey Crew

Requested by

Wildlife Lake Survey

1953

07/07/1953

CR Johnson

Unknown

Wildlife Lake Survey

1970

07/27/1970

R. Nelson and G. West

Unknown

Wildlife Lake Survey

2002

07/17/2002

Ann Geisen & Stein Innvaer

Joel Anderson, AWM

Wildlife Lake Survey

2011

06/15/2011

J. Croatt & D. Anderson

Lake Survey Access Information

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
7/27/1970

Inlets and Outlets Infor mation

Inlet Information
No Information Was Collected
Outlet Information
No Information Was Collected
(a)

(ID) Intermittent - Dry (no flow at mouth, still may contain water), (IF) Intermittent - Flowing (curently has flow at mouth), (C)ontinuous flow, (X) Unkown

(b)

(N)amed lake (give name), (U)nnamed lake, (M)arsh, (S)pring, (W)ell, (T)ile, (SS) Storm sewer, (D)itch, (O)ther (describe), (X) Uknown

(c)

Give up to two most common in order of abundance: (H)ardwoods, (CO)nifers, (MI)xed Forest, (G)rasses, (CR)ops, (P)asture, (MU)nicipal, (R)esidential,
(O)ther (describe), (X) Unkown

(d)

(F)loating object, (C)urrent meter, (D)irect time and volume measurement (gpm / 15.9 = cfs). Describe where the flow measurement and avg. width/depth
estimates were taken on the flow worksheet section

(e)

(Y)es, (N)o, (X) Unkown

(f)

List the species code for up to 4 species with known spawing runs in this inlet

(g)

(TC) type "C" with stoplogs, (SP) Sheet piling, (DI) Drop inlet with stoplogs, (CF) Concrete with fixed sill, (BD) Beaver dam, (O)ther (describe), (X)
Unkown

(h)

(DNR), (UFS), (DOT), (COU)nty, (COE), (NPS), (FWS), (CIT)y, (TOW)nship, (NPS), (PRI)vate (describe), (None) (natural dam), (O)ther (describe),
(X) Unkown

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
7/27/1970

Water Level and Chemistr y

Water Level Information
No Information Was Collected
Water Chemistry
Lake or Inlet (L or I):

Station Number of Water Sample:

Sample Date:

Depth Sample Taken (ft):

Date Sample Analyzed:

Bottom Depth (ft):

Nonstandard Description:
Color Cause Code and Description:
Water Color Code and Description:
Total Phosphorus (ppm):

pH:

Dissolved Oxygen (ppm):

Ortho Phosphorus (ppm):

Sulphate Ion (ppm):

Biological O2 Demand (ppm):

Conductivity (umhos):

Chloride Ion (ppm):

Organic Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrate [NO3-N] (ppm):

Total Iron (ppm):

Dissolved Solids (ppm):

Nitrite [NO2-N] (ppm):

Dissolved Iron (ppm):

Suspended Solids (ppm):

Nitrogen TLKJ (ppm):

Alkalinity (ppm):

Chlorophyll A [trichromatic] (ppm):

Ammonia [NH3-N] (ppm):

Alkalinity Method:

Chlorophyll A [pheophytin] (ppm):

Other Measurements
Comments:

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Survey Date:
7/27/1970

Obser vations and Field Notes

Waterfowl and Wildlife Observations / Field Notes
Waterfowl Observations:

Other Wildlife Observations:

Field Notes:

DOW Lake ID: 07006000
Sur vey Date:
7/27/1970

Sample Point Data Summar y

- Eagle

Sample Point Information
Minimum Depth:

Minimum Secchi:

Total Number of Points: 8

Maximum Depth:

Maximum Secchi:

Number of Points Sampled: 8

Mean Depth:

Mean Secchi:

Vegetation Summary
Number of Sample Points:

8

Lakewide Species Richness:

3

# of Points
Occurring

Species
Frequency

95% CI

High C / I

Low C / I

Frequency
Value

Stuckenia pectinata
Sago Pondweed

4

50.0%

0.4329

0.9329

0.0671

0.5000

Najas flexilis
Bushy Naiad

3

37.5%

0.4211

0.7961

-0.0461

0.3750

Chara species
Muskgrass Group

1

12.5%

0.3075

0.4325

-0.1825

0.1250

Vegetation Species

No Survey Map is Available

Ear ly Lake Sur vey Vegetation Repor t
DOW#: 07006000
Lake Name: Eagle
Vegetation Code

Sur vey Date:
Name

Abundance
Comments

SX

Narrowleaf Cattail

5

CA

Sedge

5

SCF

River Bulrush

4

ELS

Spikerush

4

SR

Stiff Wapato

4

PHAU

cane

4

SE

Giant Burreed

4

PHA

Reed Canary Grass

3

AC

Sweet Flag

2

SA

Hardstem Bulrush

3

TL

Broadleaf Cattail

3

PP

Sago Pondweed

5

PZ

Flatstem Pondweed

4

NYL

Little White Waterlily

4

MYT

water milfoil

4

7/7/1953
Distribution

Percent

Vegetation Code

Name

Abundance
Comments

CD

Coontail

4

UV

Greater Bladderwort

4

PN

Floatingleaf Pondweed

3

RO

Widgeon Grass

3

NUL

Little Yellow Waterlily

3

NAG

Northern Naiad

3

LT

Star Duckweed

3

LM

Lesser Duckweed

3

Distribution

Percent

SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET (MANKATO MOTORSPORTS PARK)
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Appendix

SBP Associates, Inc.
22502 Beach Road
Deerwood, MN 56444
Phone: 952-920-1500

Memorandum
Date: February 11, 2022
To: Gina Aulwes, Bolton and Menk
From: Steve Platisha, P.E.
Re: Noise Levels on Eagle Lake
The purpose of this memorandum is to present the results of the SBP Associates, Inc. (SBP) assessment
of the existing noise levels on Eagle Lake in Eagle Lake, Minnesota. The lake is adjacent to Minnesota TH
14. Existing noise levels were determined at 5 points on the lake, representing areas near the southern
shore, the eastern shore, and the center portion of the lake. The receptors are shown in Figure 1. The
report compares these existing noise levels to maximum noise levels at the lake receptors nearest the
track (receptors R3, R4, and R5) during an event.
Modeled Existing Noise Levels – Methodology and Results
Existing noise levels were modeled using the noise analysis software MINNOISEV3.1, a modified version
of the FHWA noise prediction model STAMINA 2.0. The MINNOISEV31 traffic noise model has been used
by the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) to determine noise impacts of Minnesota
Highways. Traffic and truck volumes used in the modeling were based on 2019 counts conducted at the
intersection of CSAH 27 and TH 14.
Table 1 presents the results of the modeling for traffic conditions during the hour with the most heavy
truck traffic (9:15 am to 10:15 am), during the 6:00 am – 7:00 am hour, during the 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm
hour, and during the 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm hour.
Table 1
Eagle Lake - Existing Noise Levels
Modeled Existing Noise Levels (dBA)
High Noise Hour
(9:15 – 10:15 am)(1)

6:00 am – 7:00 am
(High Nighttime
Noise Hour)

1:00 pm to 2:00 pm

4:00 pm to 5:00
pm

Receptor

L10

L50

L10

L50

L10

L50

L10

L50

R1

72.7

62.6

71.1

65.6

72.5

67.4

72.6

68.0

R2

59.9

56.7

58.3

54.7

59.7

56.5

59.8

57.1

R3

59.7

56.4

58.1

54.4

59.5

56.2

59.7

56.8

R4

55.7

52.5

54.1

50.6

55.5

52.4

55.6

52.9

R5

67.5

63.1

65.9

61.1

67.3

62.9

67.4

63.5

(1)

9:15-10:00 am was the hour with the most heavy truck traffic during the 2019 traffic count.

Temperature Inversions and Existing Eagle Lake Noise Levels
Temperature inversions most often happen at night after the sun goes down when the ground (or water
in a lake) cools off quickly, while the air above the ground remains warm. On a typical sunny afternoon,
air is warmest near the ground and coolest at higher altitudes. This temperature gradient causes sound
waves to bend upward, away from the ground and results in lower noise levels being heard at the
listener’s position. At night, from sunset until about 2 hours after sunrise, this temperature gradient will
reverse, resulting in cooler temperatures near the ground. This condition will cause sound to bend
downward toward the ground and results in louder noise levels at the listener position. This downward
refraction of sound is why you can hear the conversations of boaters or campers across a lake, when
otherwise you would not be able to hear them. Temperature gradients can significantly influence sound
propagation over long distances.
TH 14 traffic noise would propagate much further across Eagle Lake during these nighttime and early
morning hours under temperature inversion conditions. Levels during these periods could be expected
to be at least 5 dBA to 8 dBA greater than under neutral atmospheric conditions. (Saurenman, H.,
Chambers, J., Sutherland, L. C., Bronsdon, R. L., and Forschner, H. (2005). Atmospheric Effects Associated
with Highway Noise Propagation. Report No. 555, prepared for the Arizona Department of
Transportation, Phoenix, AZ)
Comparison of TH 14 Noise to Track Noise Impacts
The noise study conducted for the EAW used the MINNOISEV31 traffic noise model to predict noise
impacts at residential locations located near the perimeter of the proposed motor sports facility. This
same model was used in this analysis to predict noise levels during a track event at the Eagle Lake
receptors R3 and R4 to compare these impacts to the existing noise levels experienced at these same
receptors during a summer nighttime with temperature inversion conditions. Note that this model does
not include additional mitigation provided by extending the barrier between the track and the lake, as is
currently proposed. Table 2 presents the results of this analysis.
Table 2
Eagle Lake – Comparison Maximum Existing Noise Levels on eagle Lake vs. Maximum Noise Levels
Impacts from a Track Event
TH 14 Maximum Noise Level Impacts vs. Track Impacts (dBA)
Existing Maximum Noise
Maximum Noise Levels
Difference Between
(2)
Levels Without A Track
During a Track Event
Maximum Noise Levels
Event (1)
Now vs. During a track
Event
Receptor
L10
L50
L10
L50
L10
L50
R3
63.1
59.4
62.6
59.6
-0.5
0.2
R4
58.4
55.9
58.6
55.9
-0.7
0.3
R5
67.5
63.1
67.9
63.7
0.4
0.6
(1)

For receptors R3 and R4, existing maximum noise levels are based on modeled TH 14 traffic noise impacts during early morning (6:00 am –
7:00 am) summer temperature inversion conditions. Levels are calculated at receptors R3 and R4 by adding 5 dBA to the modeled TH 14
impacts, which did not consider temperature inversion conditions. Receptor R5 is relatively close to the highway, so temperature inversions
would not be a large factor in noise levels. Existing maximum noise levels here would occur during the daytime peak noise hour. The noise level
is calculated at R5 by adding the maximum noise level from the track (L10 = 57.9, L50 = 55.1) to the daytime maximum noise level from the
highway.(2) Based on track impacts with 20 cars operating 50 minutes per hour at 2 minutes per lap, and a vehicle emission rate of 87.8 dBA at
50 feet.

The results show that the existing maximum modeled noise levels from TH 14 traffic at the Eagle Lake
receptors are similar to (within 1 dBA) the maximum noise level impacts from the track predicted at
these same locations during a daytime track event. This analysis did not include the additional proposed
barrier between the track and the Lake.
Noise level comparisons are not provided for receptors R1 and R2 due to limitations of the model.
However, the relative impact from the track compared to the impact from TH 14 would be lower as you
move westward away from the track.

Legend

➤

Figure 1 - Eagle Lake Noise Receptors
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Resolution ____Establishment of Eagle Lake Sound Review Committee
Whereas, members of the Eagle Lake community have expressed
concerns about noise likely to be generated by development of the
Mankato Motorsports Park (“Project”).
Whereas, residents have expressed concerns about: (i) the volume of
noise,(ii) hours of operation of the track facility; (iii) potential ways to
reduce noise generated by vehicles using the Motorsport track
(“Track”), and (iv) enforcement of any restrictions on noise levels
imposed by the City on the Project.
Whereas, the City Council has determined that it desires to establish an
effective method of enforcing MPCA noise standards for the Project;
Now Therefore Be It Resolved by the Eagle Lake City Council as follows:
Establishment of Eagle Lake Sound Committee.
To effectively deal with compliance of the Developer’s Project with
MPCA noise standards, the Eagle Lake City Council hereby establishes
the Eagle Lake Sound Review Committee (“Committee”).
Purpose of the Committee.
The purpose of the Committee is to create a balance between sound
generating activities at the Track with a desire for livable communities
currently existing or likely to be developed in the future in proximity to
the Track.
Membership on Committee.

The committee shall be composed of 5 members: 3 residents of the City
of Eagle Lake selected by the City Council; 1 city staff member or city
council member selected by the City Council; and 1 representative of
the Developer to be selected by the Developer.
The City Attorney shall serve as legal advisor to the Committee.
Costs.
The Developer shall reimburse the City for its reasonable, necessary
and documented costs of the Committee including reimbursement to
the City for the City Attorney’s time and reimbursement to the City for
the time of an acoustics professional retained for the purpose of
assisting the City in resolving any noise disputes with the Project
Developer.
Committee Relationship With City Council.
The Committee is accountable to the City Council. The Committee
chairperson shall prepare quarterly reports to the Council on the
Committee’s activities, if any. The Committee shall meet monthly or
more often in the discretion of the Committee chairperson who shall be
duly appointed by the City Council. Committee members can serve a
maximum of 2 consecutive yearly terms.
Responsibilities of Committee.
The Committee shall: (i) monitor noise generating activities at the Track
to insure that MPCA noise standards are not being violated; (ii)
investigate each reasonable complaint that MPCA standards have
been or are being violated; (iii) report to the Council its findings of any
investigation conducted by the Committee of MPCA noise standard

violations; and (iv) make recommendations to the City Council for
reasonable corrective action of any MPCA noise standard violations.
It shall be the sole responsibility of the City Council to take
enforcement actions for violations of MPCA noise standards.

Dispute Resolution.
Whenever a disagreement or dispute arises between the Committee
and the Developer regarding Developer’s compliance with MPCA noise
standards, such dispute shall be resolved in accordance with the
following procedures.
Meet and Confer. The Committee shall first notify the Developer in
writing of such dispute and request a meeting. No later than seven (7)
business days after receipt of such request, Developer and majority of
the Committee members shall meet and confer for a minimum of two
(2) hours. This meeting shall be for the express purposes of (1)
exchanging and reviewing all pertinent non-privileged documents and
information relating to the matters and issues in dispute, (2) freely and
candidly discussing Developer’s and the Committee’s positions, and (3)
reaching agreement upon a reasonable, compromise resolution of the
dispute.
Mediation. If the dispute is not resolved to the satisfaction of the
Committee or Developer, either party may request mediation, which
shall be compulsory. Mediation shall occur utilizing the services of a
trained mediator, mutually agreed upon by both Parties, with at least
three (3) years experience in mediating development disputes. Costs
for such mediation shall be paid by Developer.
Council Approval.

The City Council shall have the right to approve any dispute resolution
arrived at by the Developer and Committee and shall have the right to
accept or reject any recommendation of the Committee in the Council’s
sole discretion.

